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Stability Analysis of Line Patterns of an Anisotropic Interaction Model\ast 
Jos\'e A. Carrillo\dagger , Bertram D\"uring\ddagger , Lisa Maria Kreusser\S , and Carola-Bibiane Sch\"onlieb\S 
Abstract. Motivated by the formation of fingerprint patterns, we consider a class of interacting particle models
with anisotropic, repulsive-attractive interaction forces whose orientations depend on an underlying
tensor field. This class of models can be regarded as a generalization of a gradient flow of a nonlocal
interaction potential which has a local repulsion and a long-range attraction structure. In addition,
the underlying tensor field introduces an anisotropy leading to complex patterns which do not occur
in isotropic models. Central to this pattern formation are straight line patterns. For a given spatially
homogeneous tensor field, we show that there exists a preferred direction of straight lines, i.e., straight
vertical lines can be stable for sufficiently many particles, while many other rotations of the straight
lines are unstable steady states, both for a sufficiently large number of particles and in the continuum
limit. For straight vertical lines we consider specific force coefficients for the stability analysis of
steady states, show that stability can be achieved for exponentially decaying force coefficients for
a sufficiently large number of particles, and relate these results to the K\"ucken--Champod model for
simulating fingerprint patterns. The mathematical analysis of the steady states is completed with
numerical results.
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1. Introduction. Mathematical models for biological aggregation describing the collective
behavior of large numbers of individuals have given us many tools to understand pattern
formation in nature. Typical examples include models for explaining the complex phenomena
observed in swarms of insects, flocks of birds, schools of fish, or colonies of bacteria; see,
for instance, [7, 8, 12, 18, 24, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 45, 48, 49]. Some continuum models have
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1799
been derived from individual based descriptions [13, 14, 15, 16, 40, 52, 53, 56]; see also the
reviews [25, 42], leading to an understanding of the stability of patterns at different levels
[1, 11, 27, 28, 43].
A key feature of many of these models is that the communication between individuals
takes place at different scales, i.e., each individual can interact not only with its neighbors
but also with individuals further away. This can be described by short- and long-range inter-
actions [8, 37, 45]. In most models the interactions are assumed to be isotropic for simplicity.
However, pattern formation in nature is usually anisotropic [6]. Motivated by the simula-
tion of fingerprint patterns we consider a class of interacting particle models with anisotropic
interaction forces in this paper. In particular, these anisotropic interaction models capture
important swarming behaviors, neglected in the simplified isotropic interaction model, such
as anisotropic steady states.
The simplest form of isotropic interaction models is based on radial interaction potentials
[4]. In this case one can consider the stationary points of the N -particle interaction energy
E(x1, . . . , xN ) =
1
2N2
N\sum 
j,k=1
k \not =j
W (xj  - xk) .
Here,W (d) =W (| d| ) denotes the radially symmetric interaction potential and xj = xj(t) \in \BbbR n
for j = 1, . . . , N are the positions of the particles at time t \geq 0 [11, 43]. One can easily show
that the associated gradient flow reads
dxj
dt
=
1
N
N\sum 
k=1
k \not =j
F (xj  - xk),(1.1)
where F (xj  - xk) is a conservative force, aligned along the distance vector xj  - xk with
F (d) =  - \nabla W (d). In many biological applications the number of interacting particles is large
and one may consider the underlying continuum formulation of (1.1), which is known as the
aggregation equation [9, 11, 43] and is of the form
\rho t +\nabla \cdot (\rho u) = 0, u =  - \nabla W \ast \rho ,(1.2)
where u = u(t, x) is the macroscopic velocity field and \rho = \rho (t, x) denotes the density of
particles at location x \in \BbbR n at time t > 0. The aggregation equation (1.2) has been studied
extensively recently, mainly in terms of its gradient flow structure [2, 30, 31, 44, 54], the blow-
up dynamics for fully attractive potentials [9, 10, 21, 29], and the rich variety of steady states
for repulsive-attractive potentials [3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 38, 39, 50, 55, 56].
In biological applications, the interactions determined by the force F or, equivalently, the
interaction potential W , are usually described by short-range repulsion, preventing collisions
between the individuals, as well as long-range attraction, keeping the swarm cohesive [46, 47].
In this case, the associated radially symmetric potentials W first decrease and then increase
as a function of the radius. Due to the repulsive forces these potentials lead to possibly more
steady states than the purely attractive potentials. In particular, these repulsive-attractive
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1800 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
potentials can be considered as a minimal model for pattern formation in large systems of
individuals [4, 42] and the references therein.
Pattern formation in multiple dimensions is studied in [11, 43, 55, 56, 27] for repulsive-
attractive potentials. The instabilities of the sphere and ring solutions are studied in [11,
55, 56]. The linear stability of ring equilibria is analyzed and conditions on the potential are
derived to classify the different instabilities. A numerical study of the N -particle interaction
model for specific repulsion-attraction potentials is also performed in [11, 43] leading to a wide
range of radially symmetric patterns such as rings, annuli, and uniform circular patches, as
well as more complex patterns. Based on this analysis the stability of flock solutions and mill
rings in the associated second order model can be studied; see [1] and [28] for the linear and
nonlinear stability of flocks, respectively.
In this work, we consider a generalization of the particle model (1.1) by introducing an
anisotropy given by a tensor field T . This leads to an extended particle model of the form
dxj
dt
=
1
N
N\sum 
k=1
k \not =j
F (xj  - xk, T (xj)),(1.3)
where we prescribe initial data xj(0) = x
in
j , j = 1, . . . , N , for given scalars x
in
j , j = 1, . . . , N .
A special instance of this model has been introduced in [41] for simulating fingerprint patterns.
The particle model in its general form (1.3) has been studied in [17, 36]. Here, the position
of each of the N particles at time t is denoted by xj = xj(t) \in \BbbR 2, j = 1, . . . , N, and
F (xj  - xk, T (xj)) denotes the total force that particle k exerts on particle j subject to an
underlying stress tensor field T (xj) at xj , given by
T (x) := \chi s(x)\otimes s(x) + l(x)\otimes l(x) \in \BbbR 2,2(1.4)
for orthonormal vector fields s = s(x) and l = l(x) \in \BbbR 2 and \chi \in [0, 1]. Here, the outer
product v \otimes w for two vectors v, w \in \BbbR 2 equals the matrix multiplication vwT and results
in a matrix of size \BbbR 2,2. The parameter \chi introduces an anisotropy in the direction s in the
definition of the tensor field.
For repulsive forces along s and short-range repulsive, long-range attractive forces along
l the numerical simulations in [17] suggest that straight vertical line patterns formed by the
interacting particles at positions xj are stable for a certain spatially homogeneous tensor
field, specified later. In this paper, we want to rigorously study this empirical observation by
providing a linear stability analysis of such patterns where particles distribute equidistantly
along straight lines.
The stability analysis of steady states of the particle model (1.3) is important for under-
standing the robustness of the patterns that arise from applying (1.3) for numerical simulation,
for instance, as for its originally intended application to fingerprint simulation in [41]. Indeed,
in what follows, we will show that for spatially homogeneous tensor fields T the solution
formed by a number of vertical straight lines (referred to as ridges) is a stationary solution,
whereas ridge bifurcations, i.e., a single ridge dividing into two ridges as typically appearing
in fingerprint patterns, is not.
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1801
The aim of this paper is to prove that sufficiently large numbers of particles distributed
equidistantly along straight vertical lines are stable steady states to the particle model (1.3)
for short-range repulsive, long-range attractive forces along l and repulsive forces along s. All
other rotations of straight lines are unstable steady states for this choice of force coefficients
for a sufficiently large number of particles and for the continuum limit. We focus on this very
simple class of steady states as a first step towards understanding stable formations that can
be achieved by model (1.3). Note that the continuum straight line is a steady state of the
associated continuum model
\partial t\rho (t, x) +\nabla x \cdot [\rho (t, x) (F (\cdot , T (x)) \ast \rho (t, \cdot )) (x)] = 0 in \BbbR + \times \BbbR 2
(see [17]), but its asymptotic stability cannot be concluded from the linear stability analysis
for finitely many particles.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe a general formulation of
an anisotropic interaction model, based on the model proposed by K\"ucken and Champod
[41]. Section 3 is devoted to a high wave number stability analysis of line patterns for the
continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty , including vertical, horizontal, and rotated straight lines for spatially
homogeneous tensor fields. Due to the instability of arbitrary rotations except for vertical
straight lines for the considered tensor field we focus on the stability analysis of straight
vertical lines for particular forces for any N \in \BbbN in section 4. Section 5 illustrates the form of
the steady states in the case the derived stability conditions are not satisfied.
2. Description of the model. In this section, we describe a general formulation of the
anisotropic microscopic model (1.3) and relate it to the K\"ucken--Champod particle model [41].
K\"ucken and Champod consider the particle model (1.3) where the total force F is given by
F (d(xj , xk), T (xj)) = FA(d(xj , xk), T (xj)) + FR(d(xj , xk))(2.1)
for the distance vector d(xj , xk) = xj  - xk \in \BbbR 2. Here, FR denotes the repulsion force that
particle k exerts on particle j and FA is the attraction force particle k exerts on particle j.
The repulsion and attraction forces are of the form
FR(d = d(xj , xk)) = fR(| d| )d(2.2)
and
FA(d = d(xj , xk), T (xj)) = fA(| d| )T (xj)d,(2.3)
respectively, with coefficient functions fR and fA, where, again, d = d(xj , xk) = xj  - xk \in \BbbR 2.
Note that the repulsion and attraction force coefficients fR, fA are radially symmetric. The
direction of the interaction forces is determined by the parameter \chi \in [0, 1] in the definition of
T in (1.4). Motivated by plugging (1.4) into the definition of the total force (2.1), we consider
a more general form of the total force, given by
F (d = d(xj , xk), T (xj)) = fs(| d| )(s(xj) \cdot d)s(xj) + fl(| d| )(l(xj) \cdot d)l(xj),(2.4)
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1802 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
where the total force is decomposed into forces along the direction s and along the direction
l. In particular, the force coefficients in the K\"ucken--Champod model (1.3) with repulsive and
attractive forces FR and FA in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, can be recovered for
fl(| d| ) = fA(| d| ) + fR(| d| ) and fs(| d| ) = \chi fA(| d| ) + fR(| d| ).
Since a steady state of the particle model (1.3) for any spatially homogeneous tensor field
\~T can be regarded as a coordinate transform of the steady state of the particle model (1.3)
for the tensor field T (see [17] for details), we restrict ourselves to the study of steady states
for the spatially homogeneous tensor field T given by the orthonormal vectors s = (0, 1) and
l = (1, 0), i.e.,
T =
\biggl( 
1 0
0 \chi 
\biggr) 
.(2.5)
The total force in the K\"ucken--Champod model (2.1) and the generalized total force (2.4)
reduce to
F (d) =
\biggl( 
(fA(| d| ) + fR(| d| )) d1
(\chi fA(| d| ) + fR(| d| )) d2
\biggr) 
(2.6)
and
F (d) =
\biggl( 
fl(| d| )d1
fs(| d| )d2
\biggr) 
for d = (d1, d2) \in \BbbR 2,(2.7)
respectively, for the spatially homogeneous tensor field T in (2.5).
In the following, we consider the particle model (1.3) on the torus \BbbT 2 or, equivalently, on
the unit square [0, 1]2 with periodic boundary conditions. This can be achieved by considering
the full force (2.7) on [ - 0.5, 0.5]2, extending it periodically on \BbbR 2, and requiring that the force
coefficients are differentiable and vanish on \partial [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 for physically realistic dynamics.
That is, we use (2.7) to define its periodic extension \=F : \BbbR 2 \rightarrow \BbbR 2 by
\=F (d) := F (d) for d \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2,
\=F (d+ k) := \=F (d) for d \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2, k \in \BbbZ 2.(2.8)
Then, the particle model (1.3) can be rewritten as
dxj
dt
=
1
N
N\sum 
k=1
k \not =j
\=F (xj  - xk)(2.9)
for xj \in \BbbR 2, where the right-hand side can be regarded as the force acting on particle j.
For physically realistic forces, the force \=F has to vanish for any d \in \partial [ - 0.5, 0.5]2, implying
that fl(0.5) = fs(0.5) = 0 for fl, fs in (2.7) and hence fl(| d| ) = fs(| d| ) = 0 for d \in \BbbR 2 with
| d| = 0.5. Thus, we require that \=F (d) = 0 for all d \in \partial [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 for physically relevant
forces. To guarantee that the resulting force coefficient is differentiable which is required for
the stability analysis we construct a differentiable approximation of the given force coefficient
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1803
f by considering f(| d| ) for | d| \leq 0.5  - \epsilon for some \epsilon > 0, a cubic polynomial on (0.5  - \epsilon , 0.5),
and the constant zero function for | d| \geq 0.5 such that the resulting function is continuously
differentiable on (0,\infty ). Motivated by this, we also consider smaller values of the cutoff radius
Rc \in (0, 0.5] and adapt the force coefficients as
f \epsilon (| d| ) =
\left\{             
f(| d| ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
f \prime (Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
+ f(Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
2 (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ 3 (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc.
(2.10)
Note that this definition results in a differentiable function whose absolute value and its
derivative vanish for | d| = Rc. This is in analogy to the notion of cutoff and is only a small
modification compared to the original definition provided f(s) for s \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc) is of order
\scrO (\epsilon ) and f \prime (Rc  - \epsilon ) is of order \scrO (1). In this case, both the original force coefficients and its
adaptation f \epsilon are of order \scrO (\epsilon ) on (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc). Further note that the interaction forces on
distances | d| \ll Rc  - \epsilon are significantly larger than on (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc) and, hence, the dynamics
are mainly determined by interactions of range | d| \ll Rc. In particular, this allows us to
replace fl and fs in (2.7) by differentiable approximations f
\epsilon 
l and f
\epsilon 
s , defined as in (2.10), if
necessary.
Note that the assumption to consider the unit square [0, 1]2 with periodic boundary condi-
tions is not restrictive and by rescaling in time our analysis extends to any domain [0, \delta ]2 with
a cutoff radius Rc \in (0, \delta 2 ] for \delta \in \BbbR +, where the cutoff of any force coefficient f is defined in
(2.10).
The coefficient function fR of the repulsion force FR in (2.2) in the K\"ucken--Champod
model is originally of the form
fR(| d| ) = (\alpha | d| 2 + \beta ) exp( - eR| d| )(2.11)
for d \in \BbbR 2 and nonnegative parameters \alpha , \beta , and eR. The coefficient function fA of the
attraction force FA in (2.3) is of the form
fA(| d| ) =  - \gamma | d| exp( - eA| d| )(2.12)
for d \in \BbbR 2 and nonnegative constants \gamma and eA. To be as close as possible to the work by
K\"ucken and Champod [41] we assume that the total force (2.1) exhibits short-range repulsion
and long-range attraction along l and one can choose the parameters as
\alpha = 270, \beta = 0.1, \gamma = 35, eA = 95, eR = 100, \chi \in [0, 1](2.13)
as proposed in [17]. Based on the adaptations of the force coefficients in (2.10), we consider
the modified K\"ucken--Champod force coefficients in the following, given by
f \epsilon R(| d| ) =
\left\{             
fR(| d| ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
f \prime R(Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
+ fR(Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
2 (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ 3 (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc
(2.14)
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1804 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
Figure 1. Coefficients fR in (2.11) and fA in (2.12) of repulsion force (2.2) and attraction force (2.3),
respectively, as well as the force coefficients along s = (0, 1) and l = (1, 0) (i.e., fA + fR and 0.2fA + fR) for
parameter values in (2.13).
and
f \epsilon A(| d| ) =
\left\{             
fA(| d| ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
f \prime A(Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
+ fA(Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
2 (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ 3 (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc.
(2.15)
Here, fR, fA are very small in a neighborhood of the cutoff Rc = 0.5 for the parameters in
(2.13) or, more generally, for eR and eA sufficiently large. Since the derivatives f
\prime 
R and f
\prime 
A
also contain the exponential decaying terms exp( - eR| d| ) and exp( - eA| d| ), respectively, and
are scaled by a factor \scrO (\epsilon ) in (2.14) and (2.15), respectively, the differences between f \epsilon R and
fR, and f
\epsilon 
A and fA, respectively, are very small compared to the size of the interaction forces
at distances | d| \ll Rc  - \epsilon and the total force exerted on particle xj , given by the right-hand
side of (2.9). In particular, f \epsilon R, f
\epsilon 
A can be regarded as differentiable approximations of fR, fA.
For the particle model (2.9) with differentiable coefficient functions f \epsilon R, f
\epsilon 
A and parameters
(2.13), we plot the original coefficient functions fR, fA of the total force (2.6) for a spatially
homogeneous underlying tensor field T with s = (0, 1) and l = (1, 0) in Figure 1. However,
note that fR \approx lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 f \epsilon R and fA \approx lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 f \epsilon A. Moreover, we show the resulting coefficient
functions \chi fA + fR with \chi = 0.2 and fA + fR along s = (0, 1) and l = (1, 0), respectively,
in Figure 1. Note that the repulsive force coefficient fR is positive and the attractive force
coefficient fA is negative. Repulsion dominates for short distances along l to prevent collisions
of the particles. Besides, the total force exhibits long-range attraction along l whose absolute
value decreases with the distance between particles. Along s, the particles are purely repulsive
for \chi = 0.2 and the repulsion force gets weaker for longer distances.
3. Stability/Instability of straight lines. In this section, we consider the total force \=F
in (2.8), defined on \BbbR 2 by periodic extension of F on [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 in (2.7). This total force
\=F can be described by (periodically extending) a short-range repulsive, long-range attractive
force coefficient fl along l and a purely repulsive force coefficient fs along s. Without loss ofD
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1805
generality we may assume that the force coefficients fl, fs are differentiable since otherwise
they may be replaced by f \epsilon l , f
\epsilon 
s , defined as in (2.10) for given functions fl, fs. Motivated by
this we require the following.
Assumption 3.1. Let fl, fs be continuously differentiable functions on [0,\infty ). Let fs be
purely repulsive, i.e., fs \geq 0 with fs(0) > 0 for s \in [0, Rc) and fs(s) = 0 for s \geq Rc, implying\int Rc
0 fs ds > 0. Further let fl be short-range repulsive, long-range attractive with fl(Rc) = 0.
As shown in [17] for the analysis of steady states with general spatially homogeneous
tensor fields, it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to the spatially homogeneous tensor field T
with s = (0, 1) and l = (1, 0) in the following.
3.1. Straight line. In this section, we consider line patterns as steady states which were
observed in the numerical simulations in [17]. For xj \in \BbbR 2, j = 1, . . . , N , evolving according
to the particle model (2.9), we have
d
dt
N\sum 
j=1
xj = 0,
implying that the center of mass is conserved. Hence, we can assume without loss of generality
that the center of mass is in \BbbZ 2. By identifying \BbbR 2 with \BbbC , we make the ansatz
\=xk =
k
N
exp(i\theta )\ell (\theta ), k = 1, . . . , N.(3.1)
Here, \theta denotes the angle of rotation. The length of the line pattern is denoted by \ell = \ell (\theta ) > 0
and can be regarded as a multiplicative factor with \ell (0) = \ell 
\bigl( 
\pi 
2
\bigr) 
= 1 and \ell 
\bigl( 
\pi 
4
\bigr) 
= \ell 
\bigl( 
3\pi 
4
\bigr) 
=
\surd 
2.
Note that it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to \theta \in [0, \pi ) since ansatz (3.1) for \theta and \theta + k\pi 
with k \in \BbbZ leads to the same straight line after periodic extension on \BbbR 2 and hence also on
the torus \BbbT 2. Depending on the choice of \theta , ansatz (3.1) might lead to multiple windings on
the torus \BbbT 2. To guarantee that ansatz (3.1) satisfies the periodic boundary conditions, we
require that the winding number of the straight lines in (3.1) is a natural number and hence
we can restrict ourselves to ansatz (3.1) on the torus \BbbT 2 for \theta \in \scrA , where
\scrA :=
\biggl\{ 
0,
\pi 
4
,
\pi 
2
,
3\pi 
4
\biggr\} 
\cup 
\biggl\{ 
\psi \in 
\Bigl( 
0,
\pi 
4
\Bigr) 
\cup 
\biggl( 
3\pi 
4
, \pi 
\biggr) 
: cot(\psi ) \in \BbbZ 
\biggr\} 
\cup 
\biggl\{ 
\psi \in 
\biggl( 
\pi 
4
,
3\pi 
4
\biggr) 
: tan(\psi ) \in \BbbZ 
\biggr\} 
.
(3.2)
Note that considering the torus \BbbT 2 as the domain, i.e., the unit square with periodic boundary
conditions or, equivalently, \BbbR 2 by periodic extension, is not restrictive due to the discussion
in section 2.
For a single vertical straight line we have \theta = \pi 2 and ansatz (3.1) reduces to
\=xk =
k
N
i, k = 1, . . . , N,(3.3)
and for a horizontal line with \theta = 0 we have
\=xk =
k
N
, k = 1, . . . , N.(3.4)
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1806 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
Note that the winding number is one for (3.1) with \theta \in \bigl\{ 0, \pi 4 , \pi 2 , 3\pi 4 \bigr\} , while the winding
number is larger than one for \theta \in \scrA \setminus \bigl\{ 0, \pi 4 , \pi 2 , 3\pi 4 \bigr\} . Translations of the ansatz (3.1) result in
steady states with a shifted center of mass. Besides, parallel equidistant straight line patterns,
obtained from considering (3.1) for a fixed rotation angle (3.2) and certain translations, may
also lead to steady states.
For equilibria \=xj \in \BbbR 2, j = 1, . . . , N, to the particle model (2.9) we require that
1
N
N\sum 
k=1
k \not =j
\=F (\=xj  - \=xk, T ) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , N.
Setting \=xk for k \in \BbbZ as in (3.1), we have \=F (\=xj  - \=xk) = \=F (\=xj  - \=xk+nN ) for j, k = 1, . . . , N and
any n \in \BbbZ by the periodicity of \=F . Since the particles are uniformly distributed along straight
lines by ansatz (3.1), it is sufficient to require
N - 1\sum 
k=1
\=F (\=xN  - \=xk, T ) = 0(3.5)
for steady states. Note that \=F (\=xN  - \=xk, T ) =  - \=F (\=xN  - \=xN - k, T ) for k = 1, . . . , \lceil N/2\rceil  - 1
and for N even we have \=F (\=xN  - \=xN/2, T ) = 0 by the definition of the cutoff Rc. Hence, (3.5)
is satisfied for the ansatz (3.1) for \theta \in \scrA , provided the length \ell (\theta ) of the lines is set such that
the particles are distributed uniformly along the entire axis of angle \theta .
3.2. Stability conditions. In this section we derive stability conditions for equilibria of the
particle model (2.9), based on a linearized stability analysis. The real parts of the eigenvalues
of a stability matrix play a crucial role and we denote the real part of eigenvalue \lambda \in \BbbC by
\Re (\lambda ) in the following.
Proposition 3.2. For finite N \in \BbbN , the steady state \=xj , j = 1, . . . , N , of the particle model
(2.9) is asymptotically stable if the eigenvalues \lambda of the stability matrix
M =M(j,m) =
\bigl( 
I1(j,m), I2(j,m)
\bigr) \in \BbbC 2,2,(3.6)
satisfy \Re (\lambda ) < 0 for all j = 1, . . . , N and m = 1, . . . , N  - 1, where
I1(j,m) =
1
N
\sum 
k \not =j
(1 - exp(im(\phi k  - \phi j))) \partial 
\=F
\partial d1
(\=xj  - \=xk)
=
1
N
\sum 
k \not =j
\biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi im(k  - j)
N
\biggr) \biggr) 
\partial \=F
\partial d1
(\=xj  - \=xk),
I2(j,m) =
1
N
\sum 
k \not =j
(1 - exp(im(\phi k  - \phi j))) \partial 
\=F
\partial d2
(\=xj  - \=xk)
=
1
N
\sum 
k \not =j
\biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi im(k  - j)
N
\biggr) \biggr) 
\partial \=F
\partial d2
(\=xj  - \=xk)
(3.7)
for j = 1, . . . , N and m = 1, . . . , N .D
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1807
Proof. Let \=xj , j = 1, . . . , N, denote a steady state of (2.9). We define the perturbation
gj = gj(t), hj = hj(t) \in \BbbR of \=xj by
xj = \=xj +
\biggl( 
gj
hj
\biggr) 
, j = 1, . . . , N.
Linearizing (2.9) around the steady state \=xj gives
d
dt
\biggl( 
gj
hj
\biggr) 
=
1
N
\sum 
k \not =j
(gj  - gk) \partial 
\=F
\partial d1
(\=xj  - \=xk) + 1
N
\sum 
k \not =j
(hj  - hk) \partial 
\=F
\partial d2
(\=xj  - \=xk).(3.8)
We choose the ansatz functions
gj = \zeta g (exp(im\phi j) + exp( - im\phi j)) , hj = \zeta h (exp(im\phi j) + exp( - im\phi j)) ,
j = 1, . . . , N, m = 1, . . . , N,
where \zeta g = \zeta g(t), \zeta h = \zeta h(t), and \phi j =
2\pi j
N . Note that gj , hj \in \BbbR for all j = 1, . . . , N and
N\sum 
j=1
exp(im\phi j) =
N\sum 
j=1
\biggl( 
exp
\biggl( 
2\pi im
N
\biggr) \biggr) j
=
\Biggl\{ 
0, m = 1, . . . , N  - 1,
N, m = N,
since \phi j are the roots of r
N = 1 and
N - 1\sum 
j=0
rj =
1 - rN
1 - r .
This implies
N\sum 
j=1
gj(t) =
N\sum 
j=1
hj(t) =
\Biggl\{ 
0, m = 1, . . . , N  - 1,
N, m = N,
for all times t \geq 0, i.e., the center of mass of the perturbations gj , hj is preserved. We have
gj  - gk = \zeta g (exp(im\phi j) + exp( - im\phi j)) (1 - exp(im(\phi k  - \phi j))) ,
hj  - hk = \zeta h (exp(im\phi j) + exp( - im\phi j)) (1 - exp(im(\phi k  - \phi j))) .
Plugging this into (3.8) and collecting like terms in exp(im\phi j), exp( - im\phi j) results in
d
dt
\biggl( 
\zeta g
\zeta h
\biggr) 
=
\zeta g
N
\sum 
k \not =j
(1 - exp(im(\phi k  - \phi j))) \partial 
\=F
\partial d1
(\=xj  - \=xk)
+
\zeta h
N
\sum 
k \not =j
(1 - exp(im(\phi k  - \phi j))) \partial 
\=F
\partial d2
(\=xj  - \=xk),
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1808 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
i.e.,
d
dt
\biggl( 
\zeta g
\zeta h
\biggr) 
=M
\biggl( 
\zeta g
\zeta h
\biggr) 
,(3.9)
where the stability matrix M \in \BbbC 2,2 is defined in (3.6). The ansatz \zeta g = \xi g exp(\lambda t),
\zeta h = \xi h exp(\lambda t) solves the system (3.9) for any eigenvalue \lambda \in \BbbC of the stability matrix
M = M(j,m). Note that the stability matrix M is the zero matrix for m = N and any
j = 1, . . . , N . Hence, we have \lambda = 0 for m = N and all j = 1, . . . , N , corresponding to
translations along the vertical and horizontal axes. Thus, the straight line \=xj , j = 1, . . . , N, is
stable if \Re (\lambda ) < 0 for any j = 1, . . . , N and m = 1, . . . , N  - 1.
3.3. Stability of a single vertical straight line. To study the stability of a single vertical
straight line of the form (3.3) we determine the eigenvalues of the stability matrix (3.6) and
derive stability conditions for steady states \=xj , j = 1, . . . , N, satisfying (3.5). In the continuum
limit N \rightarrow \infty the steady state condition (3.5) becomes\int 0.5
 - 0.5
F ((0, s), T ) ds =
\int 0.5
 - 0.5
\=F ((0, s), T ) ds = 0.
Due to the cutoff radius Rc \in (0, 0.5] it is sufficient to require\int Rc
 - Rc
F ((0, s), T ) ds = 0(3.10)
for equilibria. This condition is clearly satisfied for forces of the form (2.7) and in particular
for forces of the form (2.6).
Theorem 3.3. For finite N \in \BbbN , the single vertical straight line (3.3) is an asymptotically
stable steady state of the particle model (2.9) with total force (2.7) if \Re (\lambda i,N (m)) < 0 for
i = 1, 2 and all m = 1, . . . , N  - 1, where the eigenvalues \lambda i,N = \lambda i,N (m) of the stability matrix
(3.6) are given by
\lambda 1,N (m) =
1
N
N - 1+\lceil N
2
\rceil \sum 
k=\lceil N
2
\rceil 
fl(| dNk| )
\biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi imk
N
\biggr) \biggr) 
,
\lambda 2,N (m) =
1
N
N - 1+\lceil N
2
\rceil \sum 
k=\lceil N
2
\rceil 
\bigl( 
fs(| dNk| ) + f \prime s(| dNk| )| dNk| 
\bigr) \biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi imk
N
\biggr) \biggr) (3.11)
with
dNk =
\biggl( 
0
N - k
N
\biggr) 
for k \in \BbbN . Denoting the cutoff radius by Rc \in (0, 0.5], steady states satisfying the steady state
condition (3.10) in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty are unstable if \Re (\lambda i(m)) > 0 for some m \in \BbbN Do
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1809
and some i \in \{ 1, 2\} , where the eigenvalues \lambda i = \lambda i(m), i = 1, 2, of the stability matrix (3.6)
are given by
\lambda 1(m) =
\int Rc
 - Rc
fl(| s| ) (1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds,
\lambda 2(m) =
\int Rc
 - Rc
\bigl( 
fs(| s| ) + f \prime s(| s| )| s| 
\bigr) 
(1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds.
(3.12)
In particular,
\Re (\lambda 1)(m) = 2
\int Rc
0
fl(s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds,
\Re (\lambda 2)(m) = 2
\int Rc
0
\bigl( 
fs(s) + f
\prime 
s(s)s
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds.
(3.13)
Proof. For the spatially homogeneous tensor field T , defined by s = (0, 1) and l = (1, 0),
the derivatives of the total force (2.7) are given by
\partial \=F
\partial d1
(d) =
\Biggl( 
fl(| d| ) + f \prime l (| d| ) d
2
1
| d| 
f \prime s(| d| )d1d2| d| 
\Biggr) 
,
\partial \=F
\partial d2
(d) =
\Biggl( 
f \prime l (| d| )d1d2| d| 
fs(| d| ) + f \prime s(| d| ) d
2
2
| d| 
\Biggr) 
(3.14)
for d = (d1, d2) \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 and its periodic extension \partial \=F\partial di (d + k) = \partial 
\=F
\partial di
(d) for i = 1, 2,
d \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2, and k \in \BbbZ 2. Note that fl, fs are differentiable due to the smoothing assump-
tions at the cutoff Rc in (2.10) and their derivatives vanish for d \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 with | d| \geq Rc.
Using ansatz (3.3) for a single vertical straight line, we obtain
\partial \=F
\partial d1
(djk) =
\biggl( 
fl(| djk| )
0
\biggr) 
,
\partial \=F
\partial d2
(djk) =
\biggl( 
0
fs(| djk| ) + f \prime s(| djk| )| djk| 
\biggr) (3.15)
for djk \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 and note that \partial \=F\partial di (djk) = \partial 
\=F
\partial di
(dj,k+nN ) for i = 1, 2, j, k = 1, . . . , N , and
n \in \BbbN . This implies that the particles along the straight vertical line are indistinguishable
and it suffices to consider j = N . The entries (3.7) of the stability matrix (3.6) are given by
I1(m) =
1
N
N\sum 
k=1
\biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi imk
N
\biggr) \biggr) 
\partial \=F
\partial d1
(dNk) ,
I2(m) =
1
N
N\sum 
k=1
\biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi imk
N
\biggr) \biggr) 
\partial \=F
\partial d2
(dNk) .
Note that for k = \lceil N2 \rceil , . . . , N , we have dNk \in \{ 0\} \times [0, 0.5] \subset [ - 0.5, 0.5]2, implying that
the derivatives of \=F are given by (3.15), where \=F (dN,\lceil N
2
\rceil ) = 0 by the definition of the cutoff
Rc for N even. Since
\partial \=F
\partial di
(dNk) =
\partial \=F
\partial di
(dN,N+k) for i = 1, 2, k = 1, . . . , \lceil N/2\rceil  - 1, andDo
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1810 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
dN,N+k \in \{ 0\} \times ( - 0.5, 0) \subset [ - 0.5, 0.5]2, we can replace the sum over k \in \{ 1, . . . , N\} by the
sum over k \in \{ \lceil N2 \rceil , . . . , N  - 1 + \lceil N2 \rceil \} , resulting in
I1(m) =
1
N
N - 1+\lceil N
2
\rceil \sum 
k=\lceil N
2
\rceil 
\biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi imk
N
\biggr) \biggr) 
\partial \=F
\partial d1
(dNk) ,
I2(m) =
1
N
N - 1+\lceil N
2
\rceil \sum 
k=\lceil N
2
\rceil 
\biggl( 
1 - exp
\biggl( 
2\pi imk
N
\biggr) \biggr) 
\partial \=F
\partial d2
(dNk) .
(3.16)
Note that the stability matrix (3.6) is a diagonal matrix whose eigenvalues are the non-
trivial entries in (3.16) and are given by (3.11). Since the sums in (3.16) are Riemann-
ian sums, we can pass to the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty . Note that kn \in [0.5, 1.5] for
k \in \{ \lceil N2 \rceil , . . . , N  - 1 + \lceil N2 \rceil \} appears in the entries of the stability matrix (3.16). For passing
to the limit N \rightarrow \infty in (3.16), we consider the domain of integration [0.5, 1.5] and do a change
of variables resulting in
Ii(m) =
\int 1.5
0.5
\partial \=F
\partial di
((0, 1 - s)) (1 - exp (2\pi ims)) ds =
\int 0.5
 - 0.5
\partial \=F
\partial di
((0, s)) (1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds
=
\int 0.5
 - 0.5
\partial F
\partial di
((0, s)) (1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds
for i = 1, 2 and all m \in \BbbN . Clearly the stability matrix (3.6) with entries Ii, i = 1, 2, is again
a diagonal matrix and the eigenvalues \lambda i = \lambda i(m), i = 1, 2, in (3.12) are given by the diagonal
entries of the stability matrix (3.6).
Remark 3.4. In Theorem 3.3 we study the stability of the straight vertical line for the
dynamical system (2.9) for a finite number of particles N , where the differentiability of \=F
at the cutoff Rc is necessary for the definition of the eigenvalues in the discrete setting in
(3.11). Note that we cannot conclude stability/instability if \Re (\lambda i(m)) \leq 0 for i = 1, 2 and all
m = 1, . . . , N  - 1. By the assumptions on the force coefficients fs, fl in Assumption 3.1 we
can pass to the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty in the definition of the eigenvalues of the stability
matrix and study the stability of the steady states of the particle model (2.9) in the continuum
limit N \rightarrow \infty . If there exists m \in \BbbN for some i \in \{ 1, 2\} such that \Re (\lambda i(m)) > 0, then the
steady state is unstable in the continuum limit. However, if \Re (\lambda i(m)) \leq 0 for i \in \{ 1, 2\} and
all m \in \BbbN stability/instability of the steady state cannot be concluded since it is difficult to
give general conditions for \Re (\lambda i(m)) \rightarrow \sigma as m \rightarrow \infty with \sigma = 0 or \sigma \in \BbbR  - \setminus \{ 0\} . If \sigma = 0,
we cannot say anything about the stability/instability of the steady state in the continuum
setting; see also similar discussions for the stability/instability of delta-rings in the continuum
setting in [51] and the discussion after Theorem 2.1 in [11]. In particular, linear stability for
any N \in \BbbN is not sufficient to conclude stability in the continuum setting.
Note that the asymmetry in the definition of the eigenvalues (3.13) is due to the asymmetric
steady states in (3.3). For f = fs = fl the total force in (2.7) simplifies to F (d) = f(| d| )d for
d = (d1, d2) \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2. In this case, the gradient of F = (F1, F2) is a symmetric matrixDo
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1811
(compare (3.14)) and, hence, the eigenvalues of the stability matrix are real. Since
\partial F1
\partial d2
=
\partial F2
\partial d1
there exists a radially symmetric potentialW (d) = w(| d| ) such that F =  - \nabla W on [ - 0.5, 0.5]2.
Hence, the stability conditions can be derived in terms of the potential w and we have
trace(\nabla F (d)) = f \prime (| d| )| d| + 2f(| d| ) =  - \Delta w(| d| ) = \lambda 1 + \lambda 2
for d \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 and the periodic extension \=F of F can be considered on \BbbR 2. For fs = fl
and radially symmetric steady states, this leads to identical conditions for both eigenvalues \lambda k,
k = 1, 2. For the analysis of these symmetric steady states, however, it is helpful to consider
an appropriate coordinate system such as polar coordinates for ring steady states as in [11].
Note that the stability conditions for steady states depend on the choice of the coordinate
system. Considering derivatives with respect to the coordinate axes as in (3.14) seems to be
the natural choice for straight line patterns, in contrast to polar coordinates as in [11].
In the following, we investigate the high wave number stability of straight line patterns
for the particle model (2.9), i.e., the stability of straight vertical lines as m \rightarrow \infty . This can
be studied by considering the limit m \rightarrow \infty of the eigenvalues (3.12) of the stability matrix
(3.6) associated with the dynamical system (3.9).
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that the coefficient functions fs and fl are continuously differen-
tiable on [0,+\infty ) with fs(| d| ) = fl(| d| ) = 0 for | d| \geq Rc and fs \geq 0. The condition\int Rc
0
fl(s) ds \leq 0 and fs(Rc) = 0(3.17)
is necessary for the high wave number stability of the single straight vertical line (3.3), i.e.,
(3.17) is necessary for the stability of the straight vertical line for any N \in \BbbN and in the
continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty .
Proof. The eigenvalues (3.12) of the stability matrix (3.6) associated with the equilibrium
of a single vertical straight line are of the form
\lambda (m) =
\int Rc
 - Rc
f(| s| )(1 - exp( - 2\pi ims)) ds
= 2
\int Rc
0
f(s) ds - 1
2\pi im
\int Rc
 - Rc
f \prime (| s| ) exp( - 2\pi ims) ds
+
1
2\pi im
f(Rc) (exp( - 2\pi imRc) - exp(2\pi imRc))
for a function f : \BbbR + \rightarrow \BbbR with f(| d| ) = 0 for | d| \geq Rc. For high wave number stability we
require \int Rc
0
f(s) ds \leq 0 and | f \prime | is integrable on [0, Rc].
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1812 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
Then, using the definition of the eigenvalues (3.12) this leads to the conditions\int Rc
0
fl(s) ds \leq 0 and
\int Rc
0
fs(s) + f
\prime 
s(s)s ds \leq 0.(3.18)
Integration by parts of the second condition in (3.18) leads to fs(Rc) \leq 0 and the conditions
in (3.17) result from fs being repulsive, i.e., fs \geq 0.
Remark 3.6. The necessary condition fs(Rc) = 0 in (3.17) for a stable straight vertical
line is equivalent to the eigenvalue associated with fs to be equal to zero in the high wave
number limit. Hence, stability/instability of straight vertical lines cannot be concluded in the
continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty from the linear stability analysis.
The first condition in (3.17) implies that the total attractive force over its entire range is
larger than the total repulsive force along l. The second condition in (3.17) implies that for
high wave stability we require the total force at the cutoff radius Rc should not be repulsive
along s which is identical to the assumptions on the cutoff in (2.10).
In comparison with the high wave number conditions in (3.18) in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.5 the integrands for the stability conditions are multiplied by a factor
\Re (1 - exp( - 2\pi ims)) = 1 - cos(2\pi ms) \in [0, 2].
Even if the necessary conditions for high wave number stability (3.17) are satisfied, this does
not guarantee that \Re (\lambda 1(m)),\Re (\lambda 2(m)) \leq 0 for all m \in \BbbN and hence necessary stability
conditions for the single vertical straight line might not be satisfied for all m \in \BbbN .
The general stability conditions for straight vertical lines can be obtained from the real
parts of the eigenvalues (3.12) of the stability matrix (3.6). The conditions (3.17) suggest
that stability of the straight line is possible for particular force coefficient choices. This will
be investigated in section 4.
Remark 3.7. Note that differentiable approximations f \epsilon R, f
\epsilon 
A of the force coefficients fR
and fA in the K\"ucken--Champod model are defined in (2.14) and (2.15), respectively. Setting
f \epsilon l := f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R and f
\epsilon 
s := \chi f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R for some 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc and a parameter \chi \in [0, 1] such
that fs \geq 0 on [0, Rc), we consider f \epsilon l , f \epsilon s instead of fl, fs in the definition of the real parts
of the eigenvalues (3.13). We obtain the following for the real parts of the eigenvalues of the
stability matrix (3.6) in the K\"ucken--Champod model with total force (2.6) and the spatially
homogeneous tensor field T in (2.5):
\Re (\lambda 1(m)) = 2
\int Rc
0
(f \epsilon A(s) + f
\epsilon 
R(s)) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds,
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
\int Rc
0
\bigl( 
\chi f \epsilon A(s) + f
\epsilon 
R(s) + \chi s(f
\epsilon 
A)
\prime (s) + s(f \epsilon R)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds.
The necessary stability condition (3.17) implies that f \epsilon s(Rc) = \chi f
\epsilon 
A(Rc) + f
\epsilon 
R(Rc) = 0, consis-
tent with the definition of the force coefficients (2.14) and (2.15) in the K\"ucken--Champod
model. Hence, the necessary condition (3.17) for high wave number stability of a straight
vertical line is satisfied in this case.
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1813
3.4. Instability of a single horizontal straight line. In this section we investigate the
stability of a single horizontal straight line given by the ansatz (3.4) which follows from (3.1)
with \theta = 0.
Theorem 3.8. For N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty , the single
horizontal straight line (3.4) is an unstable steady state to the particle model (2.9) for any
choice of force coefficients fs and fl of the total force (2.7), provided the total force is purely
repulsive along s on [0, Rc).
Proof. For a single horizontal straight line, we have
djk = \=xj  - \=xk =
\biggl( 
j - k
N
0
\biggr) 
and the derivatives of the total force are given by
\partial 
\partial d1
\=F (djk) =
\biggl( 
fl(| djk| ) + f \prime l (| djk| )| djk| 
0
\biggr) 
,
\partial 
\partial d2
\=F (djk) =
\biggl( 
0
fs(| djk| )
\biggr) 
for djk \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2. Similarly as in section 3.3 one can show that the eigenvalues \lambda 1 = \lambda 1(m),
\lambda 2 = \lambda 2(m) of the stability matrix (3.6) are given by
\lambda 1(m) = 2
\int Rc
0
\bigl( 
fl(s) + f
\prime 
l (s)s
\bigr) 
(1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds,
\lambda 2(m) = 2
\int Rc
0
fs(s) (1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds
for a cutoff radius Rc \in (0, 0.5]. For high wave number stability we require
fl(Rc) =
1
Rc
\int Rc
0
fl(s) + f
\prime 
l (s)s ds \leq 0 and
\int Rc
0
fs(s) ds \leq 0.
The forces are assumed to be purely repulsive along s up to the cutoff Rc, i.e., fs > 0 on
[0, Rc), implying \int Rc
0
fs(s) ds > 0.
Hence, the single horizontal straight line is high wave number unstable.
3.5. Instability of rotated straight line patterns. In this section we consider the ansatz
(3.1) where the angle of rotation \theta satisfies (3.2), resulting in rotated straight line patterns.
The entries of the stability matrix (3.6) are given by
I1(m) = 2
\int Rc
0
\partial \=F
\partial d1
((s cos (\theta ) , s sin (\theta ))) (1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds,
I2(m) = 2
\int Rc
0
\partial \=F
\partial d2
((s cos (\theta ) , s sin (\theta ))) (1 - exp ( - 2\pi ims)) ds,
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1814 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
where the derivatives of the total force can easily be determined by
\partial 
\partial d1
\=F (d) =
\Biggl( 
fl(| d| ) + f \prime l (| d| ) d
2
1
| d| 
f \prime s(| d| )d1d2| d| 
\Biggr) 
,
\partial 
\partial d2
\=F (d) =
\Biggl( 
f \prime l (| d| )d1d2| d| 
fs(| d| ) + f \prime s(| d| ) d
2
2
| d| 
\Biggr) 
,
d \in [ - 0.5, 0.5]2 with the cutoff radius Rc \in (0, 0.5]. In particular, the stability matrix (3.6)
is no longer a diagonal matrix in general. To show that the rotated straight line pattern is
unstable for \theta \in (0, \pi ) \setminus [\phi , \pi  - \phi ] for some \phi \in (0, \pi 2 ) and N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and in
the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty , it is sufficient to consider the high frequency wave limit and
show high wave number instability. Denoting the entries of Ik by Ik1 and Ik2 for k = 1, 2 with
M = (I1, I2) the high-frequency limit leads to
I11 = 2
\int Rc
0
fl(s) ds+ 2
\int Rc
0
f \prime l (s)s cos
2 (\theta ) ds, I12 = 2
\int Rc
0
f \prime s(s)s sin (\theta ) cos (\theta ) ds,
I21 = 2
\int Rc
0
f \prime l (s)s sin (\theta ) cos (\theta ) ds, I22 = 2
\int Rc
0
fs(s) ds+ 2
\int Rc
0
f \prime s(s)s sin
2 (\theta ) ds.
(3.19)
Here, I12 = I21 = 0 for \theta = 0 and \theta =
\pi 
2 , i.e., for the straight horizontal and the straight
vertical lines, respectively. Hence, the eigenvalues of the stability matrix are given by I11 and
I22 in this case whose value are given by
I11 = 2Rcfl(Rc), I22 = 2
\int Rc
0
fs(s) ds
for \theta = 0 and
I11 = 2
\int Rc
0
fl(s) ds, I22 = 2Rcfs(Rc)
for \theta = \pi 2 . This leads to the necessary conditions for high wave number stability for \theta =
\pi 
2 in
(3.17), while due to Assumption 3.1 we obtain instability of the straight horizontal line.
Note that for any \theta \in [0, \pi ) the eigenvalues \lambda k, k = 1, 2, are either real or complex
conjugated and thus the sum and the product of \lambda k are real. The condition \Re (\lambda k) \leq 0, k = 1, 2,
is equivalent to trace(M) = \lambda 1 + \lambda 2 \leq 0 and det(M) = \lambda 1\lambda 2 \geq 0. Hence, we require, for the
stability of the rotated straight line,
I11 + I22 \leq 0 and I11I22  - I12I21 \geq 0.(3.20)
For showing the instability of the rotated straight line with angle of rotation \theta \in (0, \pi ) \setminus 
[\phi , \pi  - \phi ] for some \phi \in (0, \pi 2 ) we show that the two conditions in (3.20) cannot be satisfied
simultaneously in this case.
Theorem 3.9. For N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty , the single
straight line (3.1) where the angle of rotation \theta \in (0, \pi )\setminus [\phi , \pi  - \phi ] for some \phi \in (0, \pi 2 ) satisfies
(3.2) is an unstable steady state to the particle model (2.9) for any force coefficients fs and
fl satisfying the general conditions for force coefficients in Assumption 3.1 and the conditions
in (3.17).
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1815
Proof. Note that we have\int Rc
0
f \prime s(s)s sin
2 (\theta ) ds = sin2 (\theta )
\biggl( 
fs(Rc)Rc  - 
\int Rc
0
fs(s) ds
\biggr) 
by integration by parts. For \theta = 0 and fl(Rc) = 0 we have
I11 + I22 = 2Rcfl(Rc) + 2
\int Rc
0
fs(s) ds > 0,
while for \theta = \pi 2 we have
I11 + I22 = 2Rcfs(Rc) + 2
\int Rc
0
fl(s) ds \leq 0
by (3.17). Hence, there exists \phi \in (0, \pi 2 ) such that I11 + I22 > 0 on (0, \phi ). Since cos2(\theta ) =
cos2(\pi  - \theta ) and sin2(\theta ) = sin2(\pi  - \theta ) we have I11+I22 > 0 on (\pi  - \phi , \pi ), implying that stability
may only be possible on [\phi , \pi  - \phi ].
4. Stability of vertical lines for particular force coefficients. We have investigated the
high wave number stability for m\rightarrow \infty in section 3. Since only vertical straight lines for the
considered spatially homogeneous tensor field T in (2.5) can lead to stable steady states for
any N \in \BbbN we restrict ourselves to vertical straight lines in the following. As a next step
towards proving stability we now consider the stability for fixed modes m \in \BbbN .
Due to the form of the eigenvalues in (3.12) no general stability result for the single straight
vertical line for the particle system (2.9) with arbitrary force coefficients fs and fl satisfying
Assumption 3.1 can be derived. Thus, additional assumptions on the force coefficients are
necessary.
4.1. Linear force coefficients. To study the stability of the single straight vertical line
for any N \in \BbbN , we consider linear force coefficients satisfying Assumption 3.1. To guarantee
that the force coefficient is differentiable, required for using the results from section 3, we
consider the differentiable adaptation (2.10) for a given linear force coefficient, leading to a
linear force coefficient on [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] for some \epsilon > 0, a cubic polynomial on (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc), and
the constant zero function for | d| \geq Rc. This leads to the following conditions.
Assumption 4.1. For any \epsilon > 0 with \epsilon \ll Rc, we assume that the force coefficients are
linear on [0, Rc  - \epsilon ], i.e.,
f \epsilon l (| d| ) :=
\left\{     
al| d| + bl, | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
(2bl + 2Rcal  - al\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ (3bl + 3Rcal  - 2al\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
f \epsilon s(| d| ) :=
\left\{     
as| d| + bs, | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
(2bs + 2Rcas  - as\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ (3bs + 3Rcas  - 2as\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
(4.1)
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1816 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
for constants al, as, bl, bs. Since f
\epsilon 
l and f
\epsilon 
s are short-range repulsive, we require
bl > 0, bs > 0.
Besides, for physically realistic force coefficients the absolute values of f \epsilon l and f
\epsilon 
s are decaying,
i.e.,
al < 0, as < 0.
Note that for the short-range repulsive, long-range attractive force coefficient fl, we have
alRc+ bl < 0 and in particular alRc+ bl is of order \scrO (1). Hence, the adaptation f \epsilon l of fl for fl
linear is not negligible. However, due to the concentration of particles along a straight vertical
line the adaptation f \epsilon l acting along the vertical axis does not influence the overall dynamics
provided 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc. For the force coefficient fs, the adaption f \epsilon s of fs is negligible if asRc+bs
is of order \scrO (\epsilon ) and also results in the same stability/instability properties numerically; see
section 5.2. If asRc + bs is of order \scrO (1), then the adaptation is not negligible, but the
numerical results in section 5.2 illustrate that we obtain the same stability/instability results
for f \epsilon s and fs.
Remark 4.2. Note that the modeling assumptions in Assumptions 3.1 and 4.1 can be
applied to linear repulsive and attractive force coefficients f \epsilon R and f
\epsilon 
A as in (4.1), where the
total force of the form (2.6) consists of repulsion and attraction forces. That is, for \epsilon > 0 we
define
f \epsilon R(| d| )
:=
\left\{     
aR| d| + bR, | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
(2bR + 2RcaR  - aR\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ (3bR + 3RcaR  - 2aR\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
f \epsilon A(| d| )
:=
\left\{     
aA| d| + bA, | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
(2bA + 2RcaA  - aA\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ (3bA + 3RcaA  - 2aA\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
(4.2)
for constants aA, aR, bA, bR and we require
f \epsilon R \geq 0 and f \epsilon A \leq 0
for all \epsilon > 0 with \epsilon \ll Rc, implying
aRs+ bR \geq 0 and aAs+ bA \leq 0 for s \in [0, Rc],(4.3)
and, in particular,
bR > 0 and bA < 0.(4.4)
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1817
For realistic interaction force coefficients f \epsilon R and f
\epsilon 
A we assume that their absolute values
decrease as the distance between the particles increases, implying
aR < 0 and aA > 0(4.5)
by the definition of f \epsilon R and f
\epsilon 
A in (4.2) and by the condition for bR and bA in (4.4). Combining
the assumptions on aA, aR in (4.5) and bA, bR in (4.4), condition (4.3) reduces to
aRRc + bR \geq 0 and aARc + bA \leq 0.
Further we assume that f \epsilon A + f
\epsilon 
R is short-range repulsive, long-range attractive for any \epsilon > 0
with \epsilon \ll Rc, i.e.,
(f \epsilon A + f
\epsilon 
R)(0) = bA + bR > 0, (f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R)(Rc  - \epsilon ) = (aA + aR)(Rc  - \epsilon ) + bA + bR < 0
for all 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc implying
bA + bR > 0 and aA + aR < 0.(4.6)
For any \epsilon > 0, the force coefficient \chi f \epsilon A+f
\epsilon 
R is purely repulsive along s on [0, Rc - \epsilon ] if \chi \in [0, 1]
is sufficiently small since f \epsilon R is repulsive. Note that (4.6) implies
\chi aA + aR < 0, \chi bA + bR > 0 for all \chi \in [0, 1]
by the positivity of bR and by the negativity of aR in (4.4) and (4.5), respectively. Since
f \epsilon l (| d| ) = f \epsilon A(| d| ) + f \epsilon R(| d| ) = (aA + aR) | d| + bA + bR
and
f \epsilon s(| d| ) = \chi f \epsilon A(| d| ) + f \epsilon R(| d| ) = (\chi aA + aR) | d| + \chi bA + bR
for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ], we have
al = aA + aR < 0, as = \chi aA + aR < 0, bl = bA + bR > 0, bs = \chi bA + bR > 0
as in Assumption 4.1.
For investigating the stability of the straight line for any N \in \BbbN , we consider the real
parts of the eigenvalues in (3.13), i.e.,
\Re (\lambda 1(m)) = 2
\int Rc
0
f \epsilon l (s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds,
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
\int Rc
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds.
Note that the coefficient functions of the integrands in the definition of the eigenvalues are
given by
f \epsilon l (s) = als+ bl, f
\epsilon 
s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s) = 2ass+ bs
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1818 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
for s \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] with al, as < 0, bl, bs > 0, and
f \epsilon l (s) = (2bl + 2Rcal  - al\epsilon )
(s - Rc)3
\epsilon 3
+ (3bl + 3Rcal  - 2al\epsilon )(s - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
,
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s) = (2bs + 2Rcas  - as\epsilon )(s - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ (3bs + 3Rcas  - 2as\epsilon )(s - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
+ 3(2bs + 2Rcas  - as\epsilon )s(s - Rc)
2
\epsilon 3
+ 2(3bs + 3Rcas  - 2as\epsilon )s (s - Rc)
\epsilon 2
for s \in [Rc  - \epsilon , Rc] by Assumption 4.1. Since f \epsilon l (s) and f \epsilon s(s) + s(f \epsilon s)\prime (s) are bounded on
[Rc  - \epsilon , Rc], we obtain
\Re (\lambda 1(m)) = 2
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
(als+ bl) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon ),
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
(2ass+ bs) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds
+
12(bs +Rcas)
\epsilon 
\int Rc
Rc - \epsilon 
\biggl( 
s(s - Rc)2
\epsilon 2
+
s (s - Rc)
\epsilon 
\biggr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon ).
(4.7)
Note that s(f \epsilon s)
\prime is of order \scrO (1/\epsilon ) on [Rc  - \epsilon , Rc] and hence the integral over [Rc  - \epsilon , Rc]
also contributes to the leading order term for \Re (\lambda 2(m)). Here, f \epsilon l (s) and f \epsilon s(s) + s(f \epsilon s)\prime (s) are
linear functions on [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] of the form f | [0,Rc - \epsilon ] \rightarrow \BbbR , s \mapsto \rightarrow as + b for constants a < 0 and
b > 0. In particular, \Re (\lambda 1) and the first term in \Re (\lambda 2) are of the form
2
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
(aks+ bk) (1 - cos (2\pi ms)) ds,(4.8)
where
a1 = al, a2 = 2as, b1 = bl, b2 = bs.(4.9)
For ease of notation we drop the indices of ak and bk in the following. Note that\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
(as+ b) (1 - cos (2\pi ms)) ds
=
2\pi m (\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ) (a(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 2b) - (a(Rc  - \epsilon ) + b) sin (2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )))
4\pi 2m2
+
a - a cos (2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
4\pi 2m2
.
(4.10)
In the limit m \rightarrow \infty , all terms in the second line of (4.10) vanish except for the first term.
Since Rc > 0, we require
a \leq  - b 2
Rc  - \epsilon 
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1819
for high wave number stability for any \epsilon > 0 with \epsilon \ll Rc. In particular, this condition is
consistent with the necessary condition for high wave number stability in Proposition 3.5 for
arbitrary force coefficients f \epsilon s and f
\epsilon 
l satisfying Assumption 3.1. In the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0, it reduces
to
a \leq  - b 2
Rc
.(4.11)
Since Rc \in (0, 0.5] and b > 0, (4.11) implies that a < 0 is necessary for high wave number
stability. Hence, we can assume
a < 0 and b > 0
in the following.
Lemma 4.3. Let b > 0 and Rc \in (0, 0.5]. For \epsilon > 0, set
g\epsilon (m) := 2\pi m
\bigl( 
\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )2  - (Rc  - \epsilon ) sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\bigr) 
+ 1 - cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )),
h\epsilon (m) := 2\pi m (2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ) - sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))) .
(4.12)
Then, \int Rc - \epsilon 
0
(as+ b) (1 - cos (2\pi ms)) ds \leq 0(4.13)
is satisfied for all m \in \BbbN and all \epsilon > 0 with \epsilon \ll Rc if and only if a \leq a0 with
a0 :=  - bmax
m\in \BbbN 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
\leq  - 2b
Rc
\leq 0.(4.14)
Proof. Note that the numerator of (4.10) is of the form ag\epsilon (m) + bh\epsilon (m) for functions g\epsilon 
and h\epsilon , defined in (4.12). Condition (4.13) is equivalent to
a \leq  - bh\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
for all m \in \BbbN .
Herein, h\epsilon (m) \geq 0 for all m \geq 0 since h\epsilon is an increasing function. Further note that
g\prime \epsilon (m) = 2\pi 
\bigl( 
\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )2  - (Rc  - \epsilon ) sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\bigr) 
+ 2\pi m
\bigl( 
\pi (Rc  - \epsilon )2  - 2\pi (Rc  - \epsilon )2 cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\bigr) 
+ 2\pi (Rc  - \epsilon ) sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
= 4\pi 2m(Rc  - \epsilon )2 (1 - cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )))
is nonnegative implying that g\epsilon is an increasing function with g\epsilon (0) = 0. In particular, g\epsilon and
h\epsilon are nonnegative functions for all m \in \BbbN . Hence, (4.13) is satisfied for all m \in \BbbN if and only
if a < a0. Note that
lim
m\rightarrow \infty 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
=
2
Rc  - \epsilon ,
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1820 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
implying that
sup
m\in \BbbN 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
\in \BbbR 
by the nonnegativity and continuity of g\epsilon and h\epsilon .
Let Rc \in (0, 0.5] and \epsilon > 0. We have
max
m\in \BbbN 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
\geq 2\pi m (2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ) - sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )))
2\pi m (\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )2  - (Rc  - \epsilon ) sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))) + 2
=
2
Rc  - \epsilon 
\Biggl( 
1 +
\pi m sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )) - 2Rc - \epsilon 
2\pi m (\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ) - sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))) + 2Rc - \epsilon 
\Biggr) 
for allm \in \BbbN . Since Rc - \epsilon \in (0, 0.5) there existsm \in \BbbN such that \pi m sin(2\pi m(Rc - \epsilon )) - 2Rc - \epsilon >
0 and hence
max
m\in \BbbN 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
>
2
Rc  - \epsilon >
2
Rc
for \epsilon > 0 with \epsilon \ll Rc. For Rc \in (0, 0.5), we obtain
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
max
m\in \BbbN 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
>
2
Rc
.
For Rc = 0.5, we have
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
=
\left\{   
2
Rc
, m even,
4\pi 2Rc
2\pi 2R2c+
2
m2
< 2Rc , m odd,
implying that
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
max
m\in \BbbN 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
=
2
Rc
.
Hence, a \leq a0 is equivalent to the necessary condition (4.11) for high wave number stability
for Rc = 0.5.
Remark 4.4. For the stability of line patterns with force coefficients f \epsilon s , f
\epsilon 
l of the form
(4.1), we require \Re (\lambda k(m)) \leq 0 for k = 1, 2 for the real parts of the eigenvalues \Re (\lambda k(m)),
k = 1, 2, in (4.7). Note that the nonnegativity of the leading order term of \Re (\lambda 1) which is
of the form (4.8) is equivalent to condition (4.13) in Lemma 4.3. Similarly, the nonnegativity
of the first term in (4.7) which is also of the form (4.8) is equivalent to condition (4.13) in
Lemma 4.3.
From the proof of Lemma 4.3 it follows that
2
Rc
\leq max
m\in \BbbN 
h\epsilon (m)
g\epsilon (m)
.(4.15)
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1821
(A) h0(m)
g0(m)
(B) maxm\in \BbbN 
h0(m)
g0(m)
(C) Rc
h0(m)
g0(m)
(D) Rcmaxm\in \BbbN 
h0(m)
g0(m)
Figure 2. Scaling factor of a0 in (4.14) as a function of Rc where g0, h0 are defined in (4.12).
The inequality in (4.15) is strict for Rc  - \epsilon \in (0, 0.5), i.e., a necessary condition for (4.13) to
hold for Rc  - \epsilon \in (0, 0.5) is given by
a <  - 2b
Rc
.
For Rc = 0.5 and \epsilon \rightarrow 0, condition (4.13) holds for any a < 0 satisfying the necessary condition
(4.11) for high wave number stability. If the necessary condition (4.11) for high wave number
stability is satisfied with equality, i.e., a =  - 2bRc , the leading order term of the left-hand side
of (4.7) vanishes for \epsilon \rightarrow 0 in the high wave limit and lower order terms have to be considered.
In Figure 2, we investigate the scaling factor of a0, defined in (4.14), numerically. In
Figure 2(A) the quotient h0/g0 is shown as a function of m \in \BbbN for different values of the
cutoff radius Rc. Note that for smaller values of Rc, the maximum of h0/g0 gets larger as
shown in Figure 2(B). In Figures 2(C) and 2(D) we consider the quotient h0/g0 scaled by Rc.
Figure 2(C) shows that Rch0/g0 \rightarrow 2 as m\rightarrow \infty , independently of the value of Rc, and thatDo
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1822 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
the maximum of Rch0/g0 is obtained for smaller values of m \in \BbbN in general. The value of
Rcmax
m\in \BbbN 
h0(m)
g0(m)
is shown in Figure 2(D) as a function of Rc. In particular, the scaled maximum is larger than
2 if and only if Rc \in (0, 0.5) and is equal to 2 for Rc = 0.5. Hence, this numerical investigation
is consistent with the results in Lemma 4.3.
Applying Lemma 4.3 to the specific form of the stability conditions for a single straight
vertical line leads to the following stability results for the linear force coefficients (4.1).
Proposition 4.5. For Rc \in (0, 0.5), the single straight vertical line is an unstable steady
state of (2.9) for any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty , where the
forces are of the form (2.7) for any linear coefficient functions f \epsilon s , f
\epsilon 
l with 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc such
that Assumption 4.1 is satisfied. In particular, the single straight vertical line is an unstable
steady state for force coefficients f \epsilon s , f
\epsilon 
l for Rc \in (0, 0.5) in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
Proof. Note that the leading order term of \Re (\lambda 1(m)) and the first term of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) in
(4.7) are of the form (4.8) with parameters (4.9). For stability we require \Re (\lambda k) \leq 0 for
k = 1, 2.
Let us consider the nonnegativity of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) in (4.7) first. Note that the second leading
order term of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) in (4.7) can be rewritten as
12(bs +Rcas)
\int 0
 - 1
((\epsilon s+Rc)s
2 + (\epsilon s+Rc)s) (1 - cos (2\pi m(\epsilon s+Rc))) ds
=  - 2(bs +Rcas)Rc (1 - cos (2\pi mRc)) +\scrO (\epsilon ).
(4.16)
Hence, \Re (\lambda 2(m)) is of the form
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
4\pi 2m2
(2asg0(m) + bsh0(m)) - 2(bs +Rcas)Rc (1 - cos (2\pi mRc)) +\scrO (\epsilon )
by (4.10), where g0, h0 are defined in (4.12). For the nonnegativity of the leading order term
of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) we require
as
\biggl( 
2g0(m)
4\pi 2m2
 - R2c (1 - cos (2\pi mRc))
\biggr) 
+ bs
\biggl( 
h0(m)
4\pi 2m2
 - Rc (1 - cos (2\pi mRc))
\biggr) 
\leq 0,
which can be rewritten as
as\~g0(m) + bs\~h0(m) \leq 0,
where
\~g0(m) := 2\pi m
\bigl( 
2\pi mR2c cos(2\pi mRc) - 2Rc sin(2\pi mRc)
\bigr) 
+ 2 - 2 cos(2\pi mRc),
\~h0(m) := 2\pi m (2\pi mRc cos(2\pi mRc) - sin(2\pi mRc)) .
For m sufficiently large, we have
as\~g0(m) + bs\~h0(m) = 4\pi 
2m2R2c cos(2\pi mRc)as + 4\pi 
2m2Rc cos(2\pi mRc)bs +\scrO (m)
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1823
and by only considering the leading order term we obtain the condition
Rc cos(2\pi mRc)as + cos(2\pi mRc)bs \leq 0.
Note that there exist infinitely many m \in \BbbN such that cos(2\pi mRc) > 0 and such that
cos(2\pi mRc) < 0, independently of the choice of Rc \in (0, 0.5). Hence, we can conclude
asRc+ bs = 0. In this case, the second leading order term of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) vanishes by (4.16) and
thus, it is sufficient to consider \Re (\lambda 1(m)) and the first term of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) in (4.7). Applying
Lemma 4.3 together with Remark 4.4 for Rc \in (0, 0.5) to the linear force coefficients f \epsilon l , f \epsilon s in
(4.1) results in the stability conditions
al <  - 2bl
Rc
and as <  - bs
Rc
(4.17)
for any \epsilon > 0 which are necessary for the nonnegativity of \Re (\lambda 1(m)) and the (first) leading
order term of \Re (\lambda 2(m)). Hence, the single straight vertical line is unstable for Rc \in (0, 0.5)
and 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc, both in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty and for any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large.
Similarly, we obtain instability of straight vertical line patterns for force coefficients f \epsilon s , f
\epsilon 
l for
Rc \in (0, 0.5) in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
Remark 4.6. For Rc = 0.5, we cannot conclude stability/instability of the straight vertical
line for the linear force coefficients in (4.1) with as =  - bsRc , while we can conclude instability for
as \not =  - bsRc . To see this, note that for Rc = 0.5 the calculations in the proof of Proposition 4.5
imply as =  - bsRc as a necessary condition for stability; from Lemma 4.3 we obtain
al \leq  - 2bl
Rc
and as \leq  - bs
Rc
,
and together with the condition that f \epsilon s is purely repulsive we get the necessary conditions
al \leq  - 2bl
Rc
and as =  - bs
Rc
(4.18)
for the stability of the straight vertical line. Note that the conditions (4.18) are consistent
with each other since al, as < 0 and bl, bs > 0 by Assumption 4.1 and it is possible to choose
the parameters al, as, bl, bs in such a way that both (4.18) and the assumptions on the force
coefficients f \epsilon s , f
\epsilon 
l in Assumption 4.1 are satisfied. In this case, we have
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s) = as(2s - 0.5)
for s \in [0, 0.5 - \epsilon ] with as < 0 and
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s) =  - as (s - Rc)
3
\epsilon 2
 - 2as (s - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
 - 3as s(s - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
 - 4as s (s - Rc)
\epsilon 
for s \in [0.5 - \epsilon , 0.5] by Assumption 4.1. Clearly, the leading order term of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) vanishes
in the high wave limit m \rightarrow \infty and lower order terms in \epsilon have to be considered. An easy
computation reveals that
lim
m\rightarrow \infty \Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
\int 0.5
0
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s) = 0(4.19)
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1824 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
for any \epsilon > 0 and as \epsilon \rightarrow 0. Further note that using (4.19), \Re (\lambda 2(m)) reduces to
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) =  - 2
\int 0.5
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
cos (2\pi ms) ds.
We obtain\int 0.5 - \epsilon 
0
as(2s - 0.5) cos (2\pi ms) ds =
\Biggl\{ 
 - 0.5as\epsilon + as\epsilon 2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN ,
 - as
\pi 2m2
+ 0.5as\epsilon  - as\epsilon 2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN + 1,
 - as
\int 0.5
0.5 - \epsilon 
\Biggl( 
(s - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ 2
(s - Rc)2
\epsilon 
\Biggr) 
cos (2\pi ms) ds =
\Biggl\{ 
 - 512as\epsilon 2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN ,
5
12as\epsilon 
2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN + 1,
 - 3as
\int 0.5
0.5 - \epsilon 
s (s - Rc)2
\epsilon 2
cos (2\pi ms) ds =
\Biggl\{ 
 - 0.5as\epsilon + 34as\epsilon 2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN ,
0.5as\epsilon  - 34as\epsilon 2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN + 1,
and
 - 4as
\int 0.5
0.5 - \epsilon 
s (s - Rc)
\epsilon 
cos (2\pi ms) ds =
\Biggl\{ 
as\epsilon  - 43as\epsilon 2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN ,
 - as\epsilon + 43as\epsilon 2 +\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN + 1,
implying that\int 0.5
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
cos (2\pi ms) ds =
\Biggl\{ 
\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN ,
 - as
\pi 2m2
+\scrO (\epsilon 3), m \in 2\BbbN + 1.
Since the real part of the largest eigenvalue \Re (\lambda 2(m)) is zero in the high wave number limit
and it vanishes in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0 for any m \in \BbbN , we cannot conclude stability/instability of
the straight vertical line for Rc = 0.5 and \epsilon > 0 or \epsilon \rightarrow 0 in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty or
any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large. However, the numerical results in section 5.2 suggest instability
for \epsilon > 0 and in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
Since we have the relations f \epsilon l = f
\epsilon 
A+ f
\epsilon 
R and f
\epsilon 
s = \chi f
\epsilon 
A+ f
\epsilon 
R between the force coefficients
f \epsilon l , f
\epsilon 
s in the general force formulation (2.7) and the total force (2.6) in the K\"ucken--Champod
model with repulsive and attractive force coefficients f \epsilon R and f
\epsilon 
A, respectively, we have
al = aA + aR, as = \chi aA + aR, bl = bA + bR, bs = \chi bA + bR.
Hence, Proposition 4.5 leads to a similar statement for the forces in the K\"ucken--Champod
model.
Corollary 4.7. For Rc \in (0, 0.5) the single straight vertical line is an unstable steady state
of (2.9) for any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and for the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty , where the forces
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1825
are of the form (2.7) for any choice of parameters in the definition of the linear coefficient
functions f \epsilon R, f
\epsilon 
A in (4.2) with 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc or \epsilon \rightarrow 0. For Rc = 0.5, the condition
aA + aR \leq  - 2 (bA + bR)
Rc
and \chi aA + aR =  - \chi bA + bR
Rc
in addition to the assumptions on aA, aR, bA, bR in Remark 4.2 is necessary for the stability of
the single straight vertical line for force coefficients f \epsilon R, f
\epsilon 
A, where 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc or \epsilon \rightarrow 0. This
does not guarantee the stability/instability of the straight vertical line for force coefficients
f \epsilon R, f
\epsilon 
A with 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc or \epsilon \rightarrow 0 for Rc = 0.5 and N \in \BbbN sufficiently large or in the
continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty .
4.2. Algebraically decaying force coefficients. Since the straight vertical line is unstable
for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and for N \rightarrow \infty for the differentiable force coefficient f \epsilon s , defined
in (4.1) along s, which is linear on [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] for Rc \in (0, 0.5) and \epsilon > 0, we consider faster
decaying force coefficients along s in the following. In this section we consider
fs(| d| ) = c
(1 + a| d| )b
for a > 0, b > 0, and c > 0. To obtain a differentiable force coefficient f \epsilon s on (0,\infty ) we consider
the modification in (2.10), i.e.,
f \epsilon s(| d| ) =
\left\{             
c
(1+a| d| )b , | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
 - abc
(1+a(Rc - \epsilon ))b+1
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
+ c
(1+a(Rc - \epsilon ))b
\Bigl( 
2 (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ 3 (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
where Rc \in (0, 0.5]. Note that for this algebraically decaying force coefficient f \epsilon s , the necessary
condition f \epsilon s(Rc) = 0 in (3.17) for high wave number stability of a straight vertical line is
satisfied. To guarantee that the term a| d| for | d| \in [0, Rc] dominates the denominator and to
avoid too large jumps we require a \gg 1 additionally. The assumption a \gg 1 also guarantees
that f \epsilon s(Rc - \epsilon )\ll 1. In this case, differences between the adaptation f \epsilon s and the algebraically
decaying force coefficient fs, and their derivatives (f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime and f \prime s, are small. Without loss of
generality we can assume that c = 1 since this positive multiplicative constant leads to a
rescaled stability condition but is not relevant for change of sign of the eigenvalues. Hence,
we consider the algebraically decaying force coefficient
f \epsilon s(| d| ) =
\left\{             
1
(1+a| d| )b , | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
 - ab
(1+a(Rc - \epsilon ))b+1
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
+ 1
(1+a(Rc - \epsilon ))b
\Bigl( 
2 (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ 3 (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc
(4.20)
in the following.
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1826 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
Proposition 4.8. For the single straight vertical line to be a stable steady state of (2.9) with
forces of the form (2.1) for any n \in \BbbN sufficiently large and for the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty 
with algebraically decaying force coefficients f \epsilon s of the form (4.20) it is necessary that
b > 1 and
2
a(b - 1) < Rc.
Proof. Because of the definition of the eigenvalues (3.13) we consider\int Rc
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds
=
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
1
(1 + as)b+1
(1 + as(1 - b)) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon ).
(4.21)
The linear function 1+ as(1 - b) is positive for s \in (0, s0) and negative for s \in (s0, Rc - \epsilon ) for
all \epsilon > 0, where
s0 =
1
a(b - 1) \in (0, Rc),
implying b > 1. Note that the integral on the right-hand side of (4.21) can be rewritten as\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
g(s) ds =
\int s0
0
g(s) ds+
\int Rc - \epsilon 
s0
g(s) ds
for any \epsilon > 0, where
g(s) =
1
(1 + as)b+1
(1 + as(1 - b)) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms))
is nonnegative on [0, s0] and not positive on [s0, Rc  - \epsilon ] for any \epsilon > 0 by the definition of s0
and the fact that 1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms) \in (0, 2). Setting
h(s) =
1
(1 + as)b+1
,
note that h(Rc) < h(s0) < h(0) = 1. A lower bound of the integral can be obtained by
estimating h(s) on [0, s0] by h(s0) due to the nonnegativity of the integrand, and since the
integrand changes sign at s0 the factor h(s) can be replaced by its maximum on [s0, Rc  - \epsilon ]
for \epsilon > 0, i.e., by h(s0). Hence, a lower bound of the integral in (4.21) is given by
1
(1 + as0)
b+1
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
(1 + as(1 - b)) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon )
=
1
(1 + as0)
b+1
\biggl( 
2\pi m (\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ) (p(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 2q) - (p(Rc  - \epsilon ) + q) sin (2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )))
4\pi 2m2
+
p - p cos (2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
4\pi 2m2
\biggr) 
+ \scrO (\epsilon )
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1827
with p = a(1  - b) and q = 1, where the explicit computation is analogous to the discussion
of the linear force coefficients in (4.10). For large values of m the first term of the above
right-hand side dominates and we require
pRc + 2q = a(1 - b)Rc + 2 < 0
for all \epsilon > 0. This concludes the proof.
In the following, we can restrict ourselves to algebraically decaying force coefficients (4.20)
with a > 0, b > 1 due to Proposition 4.8. We show that the straight vertical line (3.3) is an
unstable steady state for any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty in
this case. Due to the definition of the eigenvalues in (3.13) in Theorem 3.3 it is sufficient to
show that there exists m \in \BbbN such that
0 <
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds
for all 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc. This is equivalent to showing that there exists m \in \BbbN such that
0 < lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
1
(1 + as)b+1
(1 + as(1 - b)) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds.(4.22)
is satisfied.
Lemma 4.9. For any a > 0, b > 1, and Rc \in (0, 0.5] there exists m \in \BbbN such that (4.22)
is satisfied.
Proof. We denote the incomplete gamma function by
\Gamma (y, z) =
\int \infty 
z
sy - 1 exp( - s) ds
for y \in \BbbR and z \in \BbbC . Then the right-hand side of (4.22) can be written as
 - 1
4a\pi m (1 + aRc)
b
\biggl( 
2a sin( - 2\pi mRc)
+ \Re 
\biggl[ 
sin
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
mb+1
\biggl( 
c1\Gamma 
\biggl( 
 - b, 2i\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+ c2\Gamma 
\biggl( 
 - b, 2i\pi (1 + aRc)m
a
\biggr) \biggr) 
+ sin
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
mb
\biggl( 
c3\Gamma 
\biggl( 
1 - b, 2i\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+ c4\Gamma 
\biggl( 
1 - b, 2i\pi (1 + aRc)m
a
\biggr) \biggr) 
+ cos
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
mb+1
\biggl( 
c5\Gamma 
\biggl( 
 - b, 2i\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+ c6\Gamma 
\biggl( 
 - b, 2i\pi (1 + aRc)m
a
\biggr) \biggr) 
+ cos
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
mb
\biggl( 
c7\Gamma 
\biggl( 
1 - b, 2i\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+ c8\Gamma 
\biggl( 
1 - b, 2i\pi (1 + aRc)m
a
\biggr) \biggr) \biggr] \biggr) 
for constants ci \in \BbbC , i = 1, . . . , 8, depending on a, b, and Rc, but independent of m where not
all constants ci are equal to zero. Note that all incomplete gamma functions above are of the
form \Gamma ( - y, iz) for y, z \in \BbbR with y, z > 0. Integration by parts yields
\Gamma ( - y, iz) = (iz) - y - 1 exp( - iz) + ( - y  - 1)\Gamma ( - y  - 1, iz),
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1828 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
where
| \Gamma ( - y  - 1, iz)| =
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \int \infty 
iz
s - y - 2 exp( - s) ds
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \leq | (iz) - y - 2 exp( - iz)| .
In particular, we have
\Gamma ( - y, iz) = (iz) - y - 1 exp( - iz) \bigl( 1 +\scrO ((iz) - 1)\bigr) ,
implying
\Re (\Gamma ( - y, iz)) = \~cz - y - 1 \bigl( 1 +\scrO (z - 1)\bigr) ,
where \~c = \Re (i - y - 1 exp( - iz)) \in \BbbR . This leads to the approximation
\Re 
\biggl[ 
sin
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
mb+1
\biggl( 
c1\Gamma 
\biggl( 
 - b, 2i\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+ c2\Gamma 
\biggl( 
 - b, 2i\pi (1 + aRc)m
a
\biggr) \biggr) 
+ sin
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
mb
\biggl( 
c3\Gamma 
\biggl( 
1 - b, 2i\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+ c4\Gamma 
\biggl( 
1 - b, 2i\pi (1 + aRc)m
a
\biggr) \biggr) \biggr] 
= \~c1 sin
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) \bigl( 
1 +\scrO (m - 1)\bigr) 
for some constant \~c1 \in \BbbR . The other terms of the right-hand side of (4.22) can be rewritten
in a similar way, resulting in
 - 1
4a\pi m (1 + aRc)
b
\biggl( 
 - 2a sin(2\pi mRc) + \~c1 sin
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+ \~c2 cos
\biggl( 
2\pi m
a
\biggr) 
+\scrO (m - 1)
\biggr) 
for constants \~c1, \~c2 \in \BbbR , independent of m. Note that there exist infinitely many m \in \BbbN such
that \~c1 sin
\bigl( 
2\pi m
a
\bigr) 
+ \~c2 cos
\bigl( 
2\pi m
a
\bigr) 
> 0 and such that \~c1 sin
\bigl( 
2\pi m
a
\bigr) 
+ \~c2 cos
\bigl( 
2\pi m
a
\bigr) 
< 0. If Rc =
1
a ,
the second factor consists of the sum of a sine and a cosine function of the same period length
and hence for Rc \in (0, 0.5] given, there exists m \in \BbbN such that the second factor is negative
and the leading order term of (4.22) is positive. If the first term in the second factor is of
different period length as the second and third summand, there also exists m \in \BbbN such that
the second factor is negative. In particular, this implies that there exists an m \in \BbbN such that
(4.22) is satisfied.
Corollary 4.10. For any cutoff radius Rc \in (0, 0.5] the single straight vertical line is an
unstable steady state of (2.9) for any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and for the continuum limit
N \rightarrow \infty with forces of the form (2.1) with algebraically decaying force coefficients f \epsilon s of the
form (4.20) with b > 0 and for any \epsilon > 0 or in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
4.3. Exponential force coefficients. In this section we consider exponentially decaying
force coefficients along s and short-range repulsive, long-range attractive forces along l such
that the necessary condition (3.17) for high wave number stability is satisfied.
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1829
To express the force coefficient along l in terms of exponentially decaying functions we
consider
f \epsilon l (| d| ) =
\left\{           
cl1 exp( - el1 | d| ) + cl2 exp( - el2 | d| ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],\sum 2
j=1( - \epsilon cljelj + 2clj ) exp( - elj (Rc  - \epsilon )) (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+
\sum 2
j=1( - \epsilon cljelj + 3clj ) exp( - elj (Rc  - \epsilon )) (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
(4.23)
for parameters cl1 , cl2 , el1 and el2 with el1 > 0 and el2 > 0. Note that exponentially decaying
functions are either purely repulsive or purely attractive, depending on the sign of the mul-
tiplicative parameter. Since we require f \epsilon l to be short-range repulsive, long-range attractive
we consider the sum of two exponentially decaying functions here. Without loss of generality
we assume that the first summand in (4.23) is repulsive and the second one is attractive, i.e.,
cl1 > 0 > cl2 . To guarantee that f
\epsilon 
l is short-range repulsive we require cl1 > | cl2 | . For long-
range attractive forces we require that the second term decays slower, i.e., el1 > el2 . These
assumptions lead to the parameter choice
cl1 > 0 > cl2 , cl1 > | cl2 | , and el1 > el2 > 0.(4.24)
Note that we have\int Rc
0
f \epsilon l (s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds =
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
f \epsilon l (s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon )
due to the boundedness of f \epsilon l on [Rc  - \epsilon , Rc] and hence it is sufficient to consider the integral
on [0, Rc - \epsilon ] for \epsilon > 0 sufficiently small and in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0. Further note that for constants
c, el \in \BbbR we obtain \int Rc - \epsilon 
0
c exp( - els) ds = (1 - exp( - el(Rc  - \epsilon ))) c
el
.
Hence, we require
(1 - exp( - el1(Rc  - \epsilon )))
cl1
el1
+ (1 - exp( - el2(Rc  - \epsilon )))
cl2
el2
\leq 0
for all \epsilon > 0 as in the necessary condition for high wave number stability, implying
cl1
el1
\leq | cl2 | 
el2
.
Since \int Rc - \epsilon 
0
cl1 exp( - el1s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds > 0,\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
cl2 exp( - el2s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds < 0
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1830 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
for all \epsilon > 0 and m \in \BbbN the parameters cl1 , cl2 , el1 , cl2 in (4.24) can clearly be chosen in such
a way that \int Rc - \epsilon 
0
f \epsilon l (s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds \leq 0(4.25)
is satisfied for all m \in \BbbN and 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc, where f \epsilon l is defined in (4.23) with a cutoff radius
Rc \in (0, 0.5]. Note that the adaptation f \epsilon l of fl is not negligible. However, due to the
concentration of the particles along a straight vertical axis, this adaptation does not change
the overall dynamics.
For the purely repulsive force coefficient f \epsilon s we may consider a force coefficient of the form
f \epsilon s : \BbbR + \rightarrow \BbbR ,
f \epsilon s(| d| ) =
\left\{             
c exp( - es| d| ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
 - ces exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
+ c exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\Bigl( 
2 (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ 3 (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
by considering (2.10) for exponentially decaying force coefficients. Since
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + (f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)s
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon ),
we require the nonpositivity of \Re (\lambda 2(m)). Note that\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + (f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)s
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds
= (Rc  - \epsilon ) exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )) - 8es\pi 
2m2
(4\pi 2m2 + e2s)
2
 - exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
(4\pi 2m2 + e2s)
2
\bigl[ 
es(4\pi 
2m2(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 2) + e3s(Rc  - \epsilon )) cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
 - 2\pi m(4\pi 2m2(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 1) + e2s(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 1)) sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
 - (Rc  - \epsilon )(4\pi 2m2 + e2s)2
\bigr] 
,
implying that we have
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0 (f
\epsilon 
s(s) + (f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds > 0 for any \epsilon > 0 and
m \in \BbbN sufficiently large, i.e., high wave stability cannot be achieved. However, note that
exp( - esRc) can be assumed to be very small for es > 0 sufficiently large. This motivates us
to consider a force coefficient function of the form
f \epsilon s : \BbbR + \rightarrow \BbbR ,
f \epsilon s(| d| ) =
\left\{       
c exp( - es| d| ) - c exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
 - ces exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
(4.26)
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1831
with c > 0 and es > 0. Here, the first term in (4.26) represents the exponential decay of
the force coefficient. To approximate the high wave number stability condition, we require
fs(Rc  - \epsilon ) = 0 which can be guaranteed by subtracting the constant exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )). Note
that we can choose es \gg 1 such that exp( - es(Rc - \epsilon )) is a small positive number. Subtracting
the constant c exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )) as in (4.26) leads to f \epsilon s(Rc  - \epsilon ) = 0. This additional con-
stant only changes the force coefficient f \epsilon s slightly and does not change its derivative (f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime on
[0, Rc  - \epsilon ], i.e., f \prime s = (f \epsilon s)\prime on [0, Rc  - \epsilon ]. Note that the differences between f \epsilon s and fs, and
(f \epsilon s)
\prime and f \prime s on [Rc - \epsilon , Rc] are negligible provided es > 0 is chosen sufficiently large such that
es exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))\ll 1. Thus, we make the following assumption in the following.
Assumption 4.11. We assume that the purely repulsive, exponentially decaying force co-
efficient fs along s is given by (4.26), i.e.,
f \epsilon s : \BbbR + \rightarrow \BbbR ,
f \epsilon s(| d| ) =
\left\{       
c exp( - es| d| ) - c exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
 - ces exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
where c > 0 and es \gg 1. For the forces along l we either consider linear or exponentially
decaying force coefficients. For a linear force coefficient we consider (4.18), i.e.,
f \epsilon l (| d| ) :=
\left\{     
al| d| + bl, | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
(2bl + 2Rcal  - al\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+ (3bl + 3Rcal  - 2al\epsilon ) (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
where we assume that the parameters al, bl satisfy the sign conditions al < 0, bl > 0 in As-
sumption 4.1 as well as the necessary stability condition along l in (4.18). For an exponentially
decaying force coefficient f \epsilon l we assume that f
\epsilon 
l is of the form (4.23), i.e.,
f \epsilon l (| d| ) =
\left\{           
cl1 exp( - el1 | d| ) + cl2 exp( - el2 | d| ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],\sum 2
j=1( - \epsilon cljelj + 2clj ) exp( - elj (Rc  - \epsilon )) (| d|  - Rc)
3
\epsilon 3
+
\sum 2
j=1( - \epsilon cljelj + 3clj ) exp( - elj (Rc  - \epsilon )) (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 2
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
for parameters
cl1 > 0 > cl2 , cl1 > | cl2 | , and el1 > el2 > 0
as in (4.23)--(4.24) such that the necessary stability condition (4.25) for a straight vertical line
is satisfied for all m \in \BbbN and 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc.
Theorem 4.12. For the cutoff radius Rc = 0.5, the straight vertical line is stable for the
particle model (2.9) for any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large with the exponentially decaying force
coefficient f \epsilon s in (4.26) along s and a linear or exponentially decaying force coefficient f
\epsilon 
l asD
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1832 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
in Assumption 4.11 along l in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0. For Rc \in (0, 0.5) the straight vertical line is
an unstable steady state to (2.9) for any N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and for the continuum limit
N \rightarrow \infty for any exponential decay es > 0 in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0. For any 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc, the straight
vertical lime is an unstable steady state for any Rc \in (0, 0.5].
Proof. Due to the assumptions on f \epsilon l in Assumption 4.11 the real part for the first eigen-
value in (3.13), given by
\Re (\lambda 1(m)) = 2
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
f \epsilon l (s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon ),
is not positive for any m \in \BbbN and any 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc sufficiently small. The real part of the
second eigenvalue (3.13) is given by
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + (f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)s
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds+\scrO (\epsilon ).
For the nonpositivity of \Re (\lambda 2(m)) it is sufficient to require\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
(1 - cos(2\pi ms)) ds \leq 0,(4.27)
for any \epsilon > 0 sufficiently small where the left-hand side is given by
c
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
(exp( - ess)(1 - ess) - exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))) (1 - cos(2\pi ms)) ds
=  - ces exp ( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
2\pi m (e2s + 4\pi 
2m2)2
\bigl[ 
2\pi m
\bigl( 
e3s(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 4\pi 2m2(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 2)
\bigr) 
cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
 - \bigl( e3s + 4\pi 2e2sm2(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 12\pi 2esm2 + 16\pi 4m4(Rc  - \epsilon )\bigr) sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
+ 16\pi 3m3 exp (es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
\bigr] 
.
(4.28)
For Rc = 0.5 we have lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 sin(2\pi m(Rc - \epsilon )) = 0 and the right-hand side of (4.28) simplifies
to g\epsilon (m)h\epsilon (m), where
g\epsilon (m) =  - ces exp ( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
(e2s + 4\pi 
2m2)2
,
h\epsilon (m) =
\bigl( 
e3s(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 4\pi 2m2(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 2)
\bigr) 
cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )) + 8\pi 2m2 exp (es(Rc  - \epsilon )) .
For determining the limit m \rightarrow \infty of g\epsilon (m)h\epsilon (m) note that the leading order term of g\epsilon 
is m - 4 while the highest order term of h\epsilon is m2, implying that the product g\epsilon (m)h\epsilon (m), i.e.,
the right-hand side of (4.28), goes to zero as m\rightarrow \infty .
Note that for Rc = 0.5 we have
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )) =
\Biggl\{ 
1, m even,
 - 1, m odd.
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1833
Let us consider es > 0 with es \leq 4 first, i.e., lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 es(Rc  - \epsilon ) \leq 2. Then,
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
h\epsilon (m) =
\Biggl\{ 
e3sRc + 4\pi 
2m2 (esRc  - 2 + 2 exp (esRc)) , m even,
 - e3sRc + 4\pi 2m2 ( - esRc + 2 + 2 exp (esRc)) , m odd.
Note that lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 g\epsilon (m) < 0 for all m \in \BbbN and lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 h\epsilon (m) > 0 for all even m since
2 exp(esRc) > 2. For m odd, note that the term in brackets is positive and a lower bound of
lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 h\epsilon is given by
 - 16esRc + 4\pi 2 ( - esRc + 2 + 2 exp (esRc)) \geq 8\pi 2 ( - esRc + 1 + exp (esRc)) ,
which is clearly positive. Hence, lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 h\epsilon (m) is positive for all m \in \BbbN and, thus, we obtain
lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 g\epsilon (m)h\epsilon (m) < 0, provided es \leq 4 and Rc = 0.5. This implies that (4.27) is satisfied for
all m \in \BbbN in this case.
Let us now consider lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 es(Rc  - \epsilon ) > 2 with Rc = 0.5. Note that a lower bound of
lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 h\epsilon is obtained from lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 cos(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )) \geq  - 1, leading to the upper bound
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
g\epsilon (m)
\bigl[  - \bigl( e3sRc + 4\pi 2m2(esRc  - 2)\bigr) + 8\pi 2m2 exp (esRc)\bigr] 
of lim\epsilon \rightarrow 0 g\epsilon (m)h\epsilon (m) since g\epsilon (m) < 0 for all \epsilon > 0. This upper bound can be rewritten as
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
g\epsilon (m)
\bigl[  - e3sRc + 4\pi 2m2 ( - esRc + 2 + 2 exp (esRc))\bigr] .
Note that  - esRc + 2 + 2 exp (esRc) > 0. Besides,
e3sRc
4\pi 2 ( - esRc + 2 + 2 exp (esRc)) < 1
is satisfied for all es > 4, implying
 - e3sRc + 4\pi 2m2 ( - esRc + 2 + 2 exp (esRc)) > 0
for all m \in \BbbN . Hence, the right-hand side of (4.28), i.e., g\epsilon (m)h\epsilon (m), is negative for all m \in \BbbN 
in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0. In particular, this shows that condition (4.27) is satisfied for all m \in \BbbN for
Rc = 0.5.
For Rc \in (0, 0.5] and \epsilon > 0 we have sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )) > 0 for countably many m \in \BbbN . In
particular, there exists \delta > 0 and a countably infinite set\scrN \subset \BbbN such that sin(2\pi m(Rc - \epsilon )) > \delta 
for all m \in \scrN . Hence the second term in (4.28) is negative with upper bound
 - \bigl( e3s + 4\pi 2e2sm2(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 12\pi 2esm2 + 16\pi 4m4(Rc  - \epsilon )\bigr) \delta < 0
for all m \in \scrN . This implies that the right-hand side of (4.28), i.e., g\epsilon (m), h\epsilon (m), can be
estimated from below by
g\epsilon (m)
2\pi m
\bigl[ 
2\pi mmax\{ e3s(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 4\pi 2m2(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 2), - e3s(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 4\pi 2m2(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 2)\} 
+ 16\pi 3m3 exp (es(Rc  - \epsilon )) - 
\bigl( 
e3s + 4\pi 
2e2sm
2(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 12\pi 2esm2 + 16\pi 4m4(Rc  - \epsilon )
\bigr) 
\delta 
\bigr] 
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1834 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
for all m \in \scrN and 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc since g\epsilon (m) < 0 for all m \in \BbbN . Thus, there exists m0 \in \scrN 
such that the term in square brackets is negative for all m \in \scrN with m \geq m0 and all \epsilon > 0
sufficiently small since the highest order term of powerm4 in the square brackets dominates for
m large enough. In particular, g\epsilon (m0) < 0 for \epsilon > 0 implies that we have found a positive lower
bound of the right-hand side in (4.28) and one can easily show that this positive lower bound
also holds in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0. Hence, stability cannot be achieved in the case Rc \in (0, 0.5],
and any \epsilon > 0, as well as for Rc \in (0, 0.5) and \epsilon \rightarrow 0, both for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and in
the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty .
Remark 4.13. For Rc \in (0, 0.5) and \epsilon \rightarrow 0, no stability can be shown analytically. How-
ever, note that an upper bound of the integral\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
(1 - cos(2\pi ms)) ds(4.29)
in the necessary stability condition (4.27) is given by
 - ces exp ( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
2\pi m (e2s + 4\pi 
2m2)2
\bigl[  - 2\pi m \bigl( e3s(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 4\pi 2m2(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 2)\bigr) 
 - \bigl( e3s + 4\pi 2e2sm2(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 12\pi 2esm2 + 16\pi 4m4(Rc  - \epsilon )\bigr) + 16\pi 3m3 exp (es(Rc  - \epsilon ))\bigr] 
=  - ces exp ( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))
2\pi m (e2s + 4\pi 
2m2)2
\bigl[  - e3s  - 2\pi e3s(Rc  - \epsilon )m - \bigl( 4\pi 2e2s(Rc  - \epsilon ) + 12\pi 2es\bigr) m2
+
\bigl(  - 8\pi 3(es(Rc  - \epsilon ) - 2) + 16\pi 3 exp (es(Rc  - \epsilon ))\bigr) m3  - 16\pi 4(Rc  - \epsilon )m4\bigr] 
(4.30)
for any 0 < \epsilon \ll Rc due to (4.28). For exp(esRc)\gg 1 there existsm0 \in \BbbN of order exp(esRc)\gg 
1 such that the term 16\pi 3m3 exp (esRc) is the dominating term in the upper bound (4.30) of
the integral (4.29) for all m \in \BbbN with m \leq m0. Hence negativity of the upper bound (4.30)
and thus of the integral (4.29) in the necessary stability condition can be guaranteed for all
m \leq m0. For m > m0, however, the highest order term of power m4 dominates the sum.
Since m0 \gg 1, we have stability for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and for the continuum limit
N \rightarrow \infty for almost all, but finitely many, Fourier modes for es \gg 1, Rc \in (0, 0.5), and any
\epsilon > 0 sufficiently small or in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
The integral (4.29) is explicitly evaluated in (4.28). For large values of m \in \BbbN the highest
order term in (4.28) is associated with the summand 16\pi 4m4(Rc  - \epsilon ) sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon )) and
can be written in the form
8\pi 3es exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon ))(Rc  - \epsilon )m3 sin(2\pi m(Rc  - \epsilon ))
(e2s + 4\pi 
2m2)2
.
Here, the numerator increases as m3 for large m while the denominator is of order m4, multi-
plied by a factor exp( - esRc) \ll 1, leading to decaying sinusoidal oscillations around zero as
m increases. Since this approximation is only valid for m > m0 \gg 1 the absolute value of the
right-hand side in (4.28) may be so small that it is numerically zero and one may see stable
vertical line patterns for exponentially decaying force coefficients f \epsilon s along s for Rc \in (0, 0.5),
\epsilon > 0 or in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0, and N \in \BbbN sufficiently large; see the numerical experiment in
Figure 6(E).
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1835
Corollary 4.14. Let c1, c2 \in \BbbR with c1 > 0, c1 > | c2| be given. There exist parameters
e2 \geq e1 > 0 such that the straight vertical line is stable for the particle model (2.9) for N \in \BbbN 
sufficiently large for the exponentially decaying force coefficient f \epsilon s along s given by f
\epsilon 
s : \BbbR + \rightarrow \BbbR 
with
f \epsilon s(| d| ) =
\left\{       
c1 exp( - e1| d| ) + c2 exp( - e2| d| ) - c, | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
(f \epsilon s)
\prime (Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
(4.31)
with
c = c1 exp( - e1(Rc  - \epsilon )) + c2 exp( - e2(Rc  - \epsilon ))
and a linear or an exponential force coefficient f \epsilon l along l as in Assumption 4.11 for a cutoff
radius Rc = 0.5. For the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty , stability/instability cannot be concluded.
Proof. For the stability of the straight vertical line for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large we require
that the force coefficient f \epsilon s in (4.31) is purely repulsive for any \epsilon > 0 and hence at least one of
the constants c1, c2 has to be positive. Since we can assume c1 > 0 without loss of generality
this implies that c1 is a repulsive multiplicative factor, while the sign of c2 is not given by
the assumptions. Thus, we require that the first term in the definition of f \epsilon s in (4.31) decays
slower than the second one, implying 0 < e1 \leq e2. Hence, the conditions on the parameters
are verified.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.12 we evaluate integrals of the form (4.28) where the term
with factor sin(2\pi mRc) vanishes for our choice of Rc = 0.5. If c2 \geq 0 one can choose e1, e2
sufficiently large such that the term 16\pi 3m3 exp(ekRc), k = 1, 2, in the square brackets in
(4.28) dominates as in the proof of Theorem 4.12, leading to the stability of the vertical
straight line for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large. For c2 < 0 one can choose e1, e2 sufficiently large
such that the term 16\pi 3m3 exp(ekRc), k = 1, 2, dominates the square brackets. However, since
c1 > 0 > c2 we require in addition that the term with multiplicative factor c1 dominates over
the term with multiplicative factor c2, leading to the condition
 - c1e1 exp ( - e1Rc)
2\pi m
\bigl( 
e21 + 4\pi 
2m2
\bigr) 2 \bigl[ 16\pi 3m3 exp (e1Rc)\bigr] + | c2| e2 exp ( - e2Rc)
2\pi m
\bigl( 
e22 + 4\pi 
2m2
\bigr) 2 \bigl[ 16\pi 3m3 exp (e2Rc)\bigr] 
=  - 16\pi 
3m3c1e1
2\pi m
\bigl( 
e21 + 4\pi 
2m2
\bigr) 2 + 16\pi 3m3| c2| e2
2\pi m
\bigl( 
e22 + 4\pi 
2m2
\bigr) 2 < 0
in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0 which is equivalent to
 - c1e1
\bigl( 
e22 + 4\pi 
2m2
\bigr) 2
+ | c2| e2
\bigl( 
e21 + 4\pi 
2m2
\bigr) 2
< 0.
Since c1 > | c2| and e2 \geq e1 > 0 by assumption this condition is satisfied for e2 > e1 sufficiently
large. Hence, stability of the straight vertical line can be achieved for N \in \BbbN sufficiently
large.
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1836 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
Figure 3. \Re (\lambda i) in (3.13) as a function of m for the force coefficients f \epsilon R in (4.32) and f \epsilon A in (4.33) of
repulsion force (2.2) and attraction force (2.3), respectively, for parameter values in (2.13) in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0,
where f \epsilon l = f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R and f
\epsilon 
s = \chi f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R .
The force coefficient f \epsilon s of the form (4.31) along s is motivated by the force coefficients in
the K\"ucken--Champod model. Here, f \epsilon s = \chi f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R for \chi \in [0, 1] where, motivated by this
section, f \epsilon R, f
\epsilon 
A are defined as
f \epsilon R(| d| ) =
\left\{       
fR(| d| ) - fR(Rc  - \epsilon ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
f \prime R(Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc,
(4.32)
and
f \epsilon A(| d| ) =
\left\{       
fA(| d| ) - fA(Rc  - \epsilon ), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
f \prime A(Rc  - \epsilon )
\Bigl( 
(| d|  - Rc)3
\epsilon 2
+ (| d|  - Rc)
2
\epsilon 
\Bigr) 
, | d| \in (Rc  - \epsilon , Rc),
0, | d| \geq Rc.
(4.33)
This corresponds to the sum of an attractive and a repulsive force coefficient as in (4.31) for
c1 > 0 > c2 where the repulsive term, i.e., c1 > | c2| , dominates. This motivates that we obtain
stability of the straight vertical line for the force coefficients in the K\"ucken--Champod model
for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large by considering force coefficients of the form (4.32), (4.33).
4.4. K\"ucken--Champod model. For the specific forces in the K\"ucken--Champod model,
given by the repulsive and attractive force coefficients f \epsilon R and f
\epsilon 
A in (4.32) and (4.33), respec-
tively, we require the nonpositivity of the real parts of the eigenvalues \lambda k, k = 1, 2, given by
\Re (\lambda 1(m)) = 2
\int Rc
0
f \epsilon l (s) (1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds,
\Re (\lambda 2(m)) = 2
\int Rc
0
\bigl( 
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s)
\bigr) 
(1 - cos ( - 2\pi ms)) ds
in (3.13) where f \epsilon l = f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R and f
\epsilon 
s = \chi f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R. In Figure 3 we evaluate \Re (\lambda k) numerically
for the force coefficients (4.32) and (4.33) in the K\"ucken--Champod model for the parameters
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1837
in (2.13) and a cutoff radius Rc = 0.5 in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0. Clearly, \Re (\lambda 1) \leq 0, while \Re (\lambda 2) is
negative for small modes m but tends to zero for large modes m.
Investigating the high wave number stability for the forces in the K\"ucken--Champod model
can be done analytically. For the general necessary high wave number condition (3.17) for \lambda 1
we require \int Rc
0
f \epsilon l ds \leq 0.
Note that
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
exp( - eRs)
\bigl( 
\alpha s2 + \beta 
\bigr)  - \gamma exp( - eAs)sds
=
\alpha (exp( - eRRc)( - eRRc(eRRc + 2) - 2) + 2)
(eR)3
+
\beta  - \beta exp( - eRRc)
eR
 - \gamma (1 - exp( - eARc)(eARc + 1))
(eA)2
\approx 2\alpha 
(eR)3
+
\beta 
eR
 - \gamma 
(eA)2
which is clearly negative for the choice of parameters in (2.13). For the high wave stability
we also consider the condition associated with \lambda 2, leading to the condition\int Rc
0
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s) ds \leq 0.
We evaluate the integral\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
exp( - eRs)
\bigl( 
\alpha 
\bigl( 
3s2  - eRs3
\bigr) 
+ \beta (1 - eRs)
\bigr)  - \chi \gamma exp( - eAs)s(2 - eAs) ds
= (Rc  - \epsilon ) [(Rc  - \epsilon ) [\alpha (Rc  - \epsilon ) exp( - eR(Rc  - \epsilon )) - \chi \gamma exp( - eA(Rc  - \epsilon ))]
+ \beta exp( - eR(Rc  - \epsilon ))]
= (Rc  - \epsilon ) (fR(Rc  - \epsilon ) + \chi fA(Rc  - \epsilon ))
for fR and fA defined in (2.11) and (2.12), respectively, implying that\int Rc - \epsilon 
0
f \epsilon s(s) + s(f
\epsilon 
s)
\prime (s) ds = 0
for any \epsilon > 0. In particular, the straight vertical line is high wave number stable for any
N \in \BbbN sufficiently large and in the continuum limit N \rightarrow \infty for the K\"ucken--Champod model
with force coefficients f \epsilon R and f
\epsilon 
A in (4.32) and (4.33), respectively, the parameters in (2.13),
and \epsilon \rightarrow 0. By definition of f \epsilon s = \chi f \epsilon A + f \epsilon R, we have f \epsilon s(Rc) = 0, i.e., the high wave number
stability of the straight vertical line (compare Proposition 3.5), is satisfied. Note that
lim
\epsilon \rightarrow 0
\chi fA(Rc  - \epsilon ) + fR(Rc  - \epsilon ) = 4.8144 \cdot 10 - 21
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1838 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
Table 1
Stability/instability of the straight vertical line (3.3) for the particle model (2.9) with force coefficients fs
along s and different cutoff radii Rc \in (0, 0.5].
Force coefficient fs along s Rc \in (0, 0.5) Rc = 0.5
Linear force coefficient (4.1) Instability for any N \in \BbbN 
sufficiently large and for
N \rightarrow \infty (see Theorem 4.5)
Stability or instability since
stability conditions are sat-
isfied with equality (see Re-
mark 4.6)
Algebraically decaying force coeffi-
cient (4.20)
Instability for any N \in \BbbN 
sufficiently large and for
N \rightarrow \infty (see Corollary 4.10)
Instability for any N \in \BbbN 
sufficiently large and for
N \rightarrow \infty (see Corollary 4.10)
Exponentially decaying force coeffi-
cient (4.26)
Instability for any N \in \BbbN 
sufficiently large and for
N \in \BbbN (see Theorem 4.12),
but stability may be seen in
numerical simulations (see
Remark 4.13)
Stability for any N \in \BbbN suf-
ficiently large (see Theo-
rem 4.12)
for Rc = 0.5, i.e., the force coefficient \chi fA + fR has only slightly been modified to obtain
\chi f \epsilon A+f
\epsilon 
R with (\chi f
\epsilon 
A+f
\epsilon 
R)
\prime \approx (\chi f \epsilon A+f \epsilon R)\prime , provided eR exp( - eRRc)\ll 1 and eA exp( - eARc)\ll 
1.
Note that it is not possible to analyze the stability of the straight vertical line for all modes
m \in \BbbN for the forces f \epsilon R and f \epsilon A in (4.32) and (4.33) in the K\"ucken--Champod model analytically
for all possible parameter values due to the large number of parameters in the model. Besides,
the force coefficients strongly depend on the choice of parameters. In Corollary 4.14, however,
we investigated the stability of the straight vertical line for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large where
f \epsilon s , restricted to [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] for some \epsilon > 0, is the sum of the positive term c1 exp( - e1| d| ), the
negative term c2 exp( - e2| d| ), and a constant to guarantee f \epsilon s(Rc - \epsilon ) = 0, where c1 > | c2| > 0.
Besides, we required e1 < e2 for the positivity of the sum c1 exp( - e1| d| ) + c2 exp( - e2| d| )
for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] and showed stability of the straight vertical line for N \in \BbbN sufficiently
large provided the parameters e1, e2 > 0 are chosen sufficiently large enough. In Figure 1
the absolute value of the terms \chi fA and fR, defined in (2.11)--(2.12), are plotted for the
parameters in (2.13). As in Corollary 4.14 the positive term always dominates and the terms
\chi fA and fR have fast exponential decays. This suggests that the straight vertical line is a
stable steady state for the K\"ucken--Champod model for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large with the
adopted force coefficient f \epsilon s = \chi f
\epsilon 
A + f
\epsilon 
R. Besides, the numerical evaluation of the real part
of the eigenvalue \lambda 2 for f
\epsilon 
s for \epsilon > 0, i.e., a differentiable force coefficient with the additional
constant  - (\chi fA(Rc  - \epsilon ) + fR(Rc  - \epsilon )) for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] leads to nonpositivity of the real
part of the eigenvalue \lambda 2.
4.5. Summary. In this section, we summarize the results from the previous subsections
on the stability of the straight vertical line (3.3) of the particle model (2.9) with linear,
algebraically decaying, and exponentially decaying force coefficients for different values of the
cutoff radius Rc \in (0, 0.5]. This summary is shown in Table 1.Do
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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF LINE PATTERNS 1839
5. Numerical simulations.
5.1. Numerical methods. As in [17, 36] we consider the unit square with periodic bound-
ary conditions as the domain for our numerical simulations if not stated otherwise. The particle
system (2.9) is solved by either the simple explicit Euler scheme or higher order methods such
as the Runge--Kutta--Dormand--Prince method, all resulting in very similar simulation results.
Note that the time step has to be adjusted depending on the value of the cutoff radius Rc.
For efficient numerical simulation we consider cell lists as outlined in [36].
5.2. Numerical results. Numerical results are shown in Figures 4--9. For all numerical
simulations we consider N = 600 particles which are initially equiangular distributed on a
circle with center (0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.005 as illustrated in Figure 4(A). The stationary
solution for the linear force coefficient f \epsilon s in (4.1), i.e.,
f \epsilon s(| d| ) = as| d| + bs, f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.1 - 3| d| , | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
for different values of as, bs, is shown in Figure 4 in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0. As proven in section
4.1 equidistantly distributed particles along the vertical straight line form an unstable steady
state for N \in \BbbN sufficiently large for Rc \in (0, 0.5). Hence, the stationary solutions are no lines
of uniformly distributed particles and we obtain different clusters or line patterns instead. In
Figure 4(B), we consider Rc = 0.3, resulting in clusters of particles along the vertical axis.
For Rc = 0.5 and as, bs chosen as as =  - bsRc , the requirement in (4.18) for the necessary
stability condition to be satisfied with equality, the real part of one of the eigenvalues of the
stability matrix is equal to zero. The resulting steady states are shown for different scalings
of the parameters as, bs in Figures 4(C) and 4(D). One can see that the particles align along
a vertical line along the entire interval [0, 1], but are not equidistantly distributed along the
vertical axis and thus the vertical straight line is an unstable steady state for any N \in \BbbN 
sufficiently large. For as >  - bsRc and as <  - bsRc , respectively, with Rc = 0.5 the corresponding
steady states are shown in Figures 4(E) and 4(F), resulting in clusters along the vertical axis.
In Figure 5, we consider the linear force coefficient f \epsilon s in (4.1) for different values of as, bs,
and Rc, where \epsilon = 0.01 is fixed in contrast to \epsilon \rightarrow 0 in Figure 4, i.e., we consider the total force
(2.7) with linear force coefficients f \epsilon l (| d| ) = al| d| + bl, f \epsilon s(| d| ) = as| d| + bs for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ]
in (4.1) with al =  - 3, bl = 0.1. In Figure 5(A), we consider the same parameter values as in
Figure 4(B), i.e., as =  - 0.2, bs = 0.1, and Rc = 0.3, resulting in the same stationary solution
for \epsilon = 0.01 and \epsilon \rightarrow 0. In particular, the straight vertical line is unstable both for \epsilon = 0.01
and \epsilon \rightarrow 0. For cutoff radius Rc = 0.5, we obtain different stationary solutions for \epsilon = 0.01
and \epsilon \rightarrow 0. In Figure 5(B), we show the stationary solutions for as =  - 0.2, bs = 0.1, and
Rc = 0.5 as in Figure 4(C), i.e., as =  - bsRc . Even though stability/instability could not be
determined analytically the numerical results illustrate that straight vertical line is unstable
both for \epsilon = 0.01 and \epsilon \rightarrow 0. The stationary solution for as =  - 0.1, bs = 0.1, and Rc = 0.5 is
shown in Figure 5(C) for \epsilon = 0.01 and in Figure 4(E) for \epsilon \rightarrow 0. Our analytical results show
that the stationary solution is unstable in this case which is also consistent with the numerical
results. In particular, we obtain the same instability results for \epsilon = 0.01 as in Figure 4 where
the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0 is considered.
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1840 CARRILLO, D\"URING, KREUSSER, AND SCH\"ONLIEB
(A) Initial data (B) as =  - 0.2, bs = 0.1, Rc = 0.3 (C) as =  - 0.2, bs = 0.1, Rc = 0.5
(D) as =  - 0.02, bs = 0.01, Rc = 0.5 (E) as =  - 0.1, bs = 0.1, Rc = 0.5 (F) as =  - 0.4, bs = 0.1, Rc = 0.5
Figure 4. Stationary solution to the model (2.9) for total force (2.7) with linear force coefficients f \epsilon l (| d| ) =
al| d| + bl, f \epsilon s (| d| ) = as| d| + bs for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] in (4.1) with al =  - 3, bl = 0.1, and cutoff radius Rc in the
limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
(A) as =  - 0.2, bs = 0.1, Rc = 0.3 (B) as =  - 0.2, bs = 0.1, Rc = 0.5 (C) as =  - 0.1, bs = 0.1, Rc = 0.5
Figure 5. Stationary solution to the model (2.9) for total force (2.7) with linear force coefficients f \epsilon l (| d| ) =
al| d| + bl, f \epsilon s (| d| ) = as| d| + bs for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] in (4.1) with al =  - 3, bl = 0.1, and cutoff radius Rc for
\epsilon = 0.01.
For the exponentially decaying force coefficient f \epsilon s along s in (4.26), given by
f \epsilon s(| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| ) - c exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )), | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ],
for \epsilon > 0, we consider the parameter values c = 0.1 and es = 100 if not stated otherwise. The
initial data are given by equiangular distributed particles on a circle with center (0.5, 0.5) and
radius 0.005 in Figure 6(A). In Figures 6(B)--6(F) the stationary solution for the exponentially
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(A) Initial data (B) es = 10, Rc = 0.1, fl linear (C) es = 10, Rc = 0.5, fl linear
(D) es = 10, Rc = 0.5, fl linear, no
add. constant for fs
(E) es = 100, Rc = 0.1, fl linear (F) es = 100, Rc = 0.5, fl exp.
Figure 6. Stationary solution to the model (2.9) for total force (2.7) with exponential force coefficient
f \epsilon s (| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| ) - c exp( - es(Rc - \epsilon )) for | d| \in [0, Rc - \epsilon ] along s, defined in (4.26), and f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.1 - 3| d| 
or f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.13 exp( - 100| d| ) - 0.03 exp( - 10| d| ) for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] along l with cutoff Rc in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
decaying force coefficient f \epsilon s in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0 is shown. As expected, for small values of es
and Rc \in (0, 0.5), e.g., es = 10, as in Figure 6(B), the equidistantly distributed particles along
the vertical axis are an unstable steady state. In this case, the steady state is given by clusters
along the vertical axis and \Re (\lambda 2(m)) \leq 0 for m < 12 only. For Rc = 0.5 the straight vertical
line is stable as shown in Figure 6(C). Note that the additional constant in the definition of f \epsilon s
leads to f \epsilon s(Rc - \epsilon ) = f \epsilon s(Rc) = 0 and is necessary for the stability of the straight vertical line.
In Figure 6(D) we consider f \epsilon s without this additional constant, i.e., f
\epsilon 
s(| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| ) for
| d| \in [0, Rc - \epsilon ], where the straight vertical line is clearly unstable and we have \Re (\lambda 2(m)) \leq 0
for m < 9 only. If es is chosen sufficiently large, e.g., es = 100 as in Figures 6(E) and 6(F),
the straight vertical line appears to be stable even for Rc < 0.5. An explicit calculation of
the eigenvalues for Rc = 0.1 reveals, however, that \Re (\lambda 2(m)) \leq 0 for m < 73723 only. Note
that we obtain stability for a much larger number of modes as in Figures 6(B) and 6(D).
This is also consistent with a straight vertical line as steady state in Figure 6(F), while we
have clusters as steady states in Figures 6(B) and 6(D). Further note that \Re (\lambda 2(73723)) =
8.3225 \cdot 10 - 15 and hence it is numerically zero. As discussed in Remark 4.13 this explains
why for exp(esRc) \gg 1, e.g., es = 100 and Rc = 0.1, the straight vertical line appears to
be stable. Finally, we also obtain the straight vertical line as a steady state if we consider
exponentially decaying force coefficients f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.13 exp( - 100| d| ) - 0.03 exp( - 10| d| ) instead
of f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.1  - 3| d| for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0 as shown in Figure 6(F).Do
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(A) Initial data (B) Rc = 0.1
Figure 7. Stationary solution to the model (2.9) for total force (2.7) with exponential force coefficients
f \epsilon s (| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| ) - c exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )) in (4.26) and f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.13 exp( - 100| d| ) - 0.03 exp( - 10| d| ) with
cutoff Rc on the domain [0, 3]
2.
(A) s = (1, 1)/
\surd 
2, l = ( - 1, 1)/\surd 2 (B) s = (1, 2)/\surd 5, l = ( - 2, 1)/\surd 5 (C) s = (1, 5)/\surd 26, l = ( - 5, 1)/\surd 26
Figure 8. Stationary solution to the model (2.9) for different tensor fields T , given by s, l, and total force
(2.7) with exponential force coefficients f \epsilon s (| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| ) - c exp( - es(Rc - \epsilon )) for | d| \in [0, Rc - \epsilon ] in (4.26)
and f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.13 exp( - 100| d| ) - 0.03 exp( - 10| d| ) for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] with cutoff Rc = 0.1 in the limit \epsilon \rightarrow 0.
Note that we also obtain a straight vertical line as a stationary solution in Figures 6(E)
and 6(F) if f \epsilon s(| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| )  - c exp( - es(Rc  - \epsilon )) for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] is replaced by
f \epsilon s(| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| ) since exp( - esRc)\ll 1 for es \gg 1.
In Figure 7 the stationary solution is shown on the domain [0, 3]2 instead of the unit
square. Here, we consider the same force coefficients as in Figure 6(F), i.e., exponentially
decaying force coefficients along l and s. We define the initial data on [0, 3]2 by considering
the initial data on the unit square, i.e., equiangular distributed particles on a circle with center
(0.5, 0.5) and radius 0.005, and extending these initial conditions to [0, 3]2 by using the periodic
boundary conditions. As expected we obtain three parallel lines as the stationary solution.
For the underlying tensor field T with s = (0, 1) and l = (1, 0), we have seen that vertical
straight patterns are stable. More generally, stripe states along any angle can be obtained by
rotating the spatially homogeneous tensor field T appropriately. Examples of rotated stripe
patterns are shown in Figure 8 where the vector fields s = (1, 1)/
\surd 
2, l = ( - 1, 1)/\surd 2 in Figure
8(A), s = (1, 2)/
\surd 
5, l = ( - 2, 1)/\surd 5 in Figure 8(B), and s = (1, 5)/\surd 26, l = ( - 5, 1)/\surd 26 in
Figure 8(C) are considered. Due to the periodicity of the forces, the resulting patterns are
also periodic.
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(A) el1 = 20 (B) el1 = 30 (C) el1 = 50
Figure 9. Stationary solution to the model (2.9) for tensor field T with s = (0, 1), l = (1, 0) and total force
(2.7) with exponential force coefficients f \epsilon s (| d| ) = c exp( - es| d| ) - c exp( - es(Rc - \epsilon )) for | d| \in [0, Rc - \epsilon ], defined
in (4.26), and f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.13 exp( - el1 | d| ) - 0.03 exp( - 10| d| ) for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ] with cutoff Rc = 0.5.
Until now, we looked at numerical examples for a stable state aligned along a line (or
lines). However, the model (2.9) is also able to produce two-dimensional states which can
result as an instability of a vertical line. To obtain two-dimensional patterns, we vary the
force along l. In particular, the force along l has to be less attractive to avoid the con-
centration along line patterns. In Figure 9, we vary parameter el1 in the force coefficient
f \epsilon l (| d| ) = 0.13 exp( - el1 | d| ) - 0.03 exp( - 10| d| ) for | d| \in [0, Rc  - \epsilon ]. Here, smaller values of el1
lead to stronger repulsive forces over a short distance, resulting in a horizontal spreading of
the solution for the tensor field T with s = (0, 1) and l = (1, 0).
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